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Better Homes and Gardenso

editortsanste
we break a few eggs
tS,l8tooon't e b
At times, you just have to try

something new to see if it will

work. Your idea might fizzle, but

it 's also possible you wil l  hit upon

a great innovation.

| f, f henever we present a project, we're
U U faced with many possible ways to

go about building it. Take the approaches
we tinkered with for assembling the
arched-top cabinet clock on page 66.

Design Editor Kevin Boyle quickly
realized that the trickiest part of building
the clock would be forming its arched top.
Basically, he had two choices. He could
clamp-up the top from several staves of
solid wood and join this arched assembly
to the sides with biscuits. Or, he could
build the top and sides in one continuous,
curving lamination of eight 3/tz" -thick

veneers pressed around a tall, arched-top
gluing form.

The second option especially appealed
to Kevin because it would result in a top
and sides with no joint lines. And, there
would be little sanding of the clock case.

Never one to shy away from a chal-
lenge, Kevin set about building the forms
by laminating sheets of medium-density
fiberboard. Jaw-holding spots for 18 bar
clamps were built into the forms, which
weighed in the vicinity of 50 pounds all
together. Then, he resawed the clock's
5"-wide veneers, planed them, applied
glue, and clamped the layers face to face
between the inside and outside forms.

Although his forms were shaped perfect-
ly, getting the veneers to conform to that
shape, and adhere to each other without
gaps, required a tremendous amount of
clamping pressure. In fact, one of his first
forms broke under the considerable stress.

Design Editor Kevin Boyle learned a lot
about cold-lamination techniques in his
experiments on building the arched-top
cabinet clock carcase.

A subsequent reinforced form held up
fine, and resulted in the curved carcase
Kevin is holding in the photo above.

Now, if you read the clock project, you
may be wondering why, after all of that
hard work, we elected to abandon the lam-
inated top/sides and go with a staved top.
Well, in the final analysis, we determined
that the lamination process was just too
unpredictable. You might find success
with it, but you might also waste a lot of
good stock in the process.

Still, I commend Kevin for this experi-
ment, and encourage all of our editors,
designers, and builders to keep trying new
techniques. It's through these efforts that
we are able to bring you innovative and
easier ways to work in the shop. We'll
keep trying, come success or failure.
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vnood online.
How you benefit by going to www.woodonline.com

WOOD ONLINE-where no
tool review is ever final
Have you ever read a tool review in WOODa magazine
and thought, "I've got that tool, and it's even better than
rated?" Or maybe you thought our review was too kind.
Share your hands-on experience with thousands of wood-
workers, or see what they have to say. The Interactive Tool
Comparisons Discussion Groups on WOOD ONLINE let
you do just that-instantly and directly. There's no better
place to talk shop about the tested tools-their features,
date, and performances. Check it all out at
www. woodmagazi ne.com/woodmal l/charts/

Ctmon. Share our shareware
The Internet is full of shareware-specialized programs you can download for free, try
out at your leisure, then purchase for a modest fee if you like them (in some cases, the
shareware is free). Here at WOOD ONLINE, we've field-tested lots of them, like Snap-
It, the Sheet Goods Layout program shown belou, and posted links to the best of the
best on our site so you can see if they'll work for you, too.

Check out our current picks by going to www.woodmagazine.com/software/

WOOD magazine (and in our popular
special newsstand publications), but we
have to admit-most of them came
straight from readers and site visitors like
you. But here's a hot tip of our own: Why
wait for the valuable tips you can use
today to show up in print weeks or
months from now? Check out our online
Top Shop Tip discussion group for an
advance look. And while you're there,
why not post your own favorite shop tip
that saves work, time, or money?

Just go to www.woodonline.com, click
on WOOD TALK on the left-hand navi-
gation bar, WOOD Talk Home, then on
Top Shop Tip.

Get back! (lssues, that is.)
On this page a couple of issues ago, we
trumpeted our comprehensive online index,
complete with search capabilities, that lets
you zero in on just about every single fea-
ture and project we've ever published.
(And that's a lot, folks-remember, we've
been at this since 1984.) What if you want
to order a back issue to get your hands on a
specific project or technique? No problem.
Order the issues you're missing online.
(But hurry-supplies are limited, and
they're going fast!)

Go to www.woodonline.com, and
click on WOOD
MAGAZINE in
the left-hand nav-
igation bar and
on Back Issues in
the drop-down
menu. Then,
select the year
the issue
appeared.

lot !ips? :i.
Get tem here first! "i::
You've probably read a gazillion
woodworking tips in the pages of

1 2 WOOD magazine December 2001



talkin back
Our bulletin board for letters, comments, and timely updates

Spring action makes

Hold-down arms

e/s" carriage bolt 4" long
3/8" carriage bolt 5" long

keep the hold-down arms elevated so
you easily can insert your workpieces.
The springs I used are 2e/+" long and
about 1/2" in diameter. Because they
have a wide pitch and are made from
fairly thin wire, the springs compress
to hold even thin stock.

-Clarence Jaynes, Midwest CiU, )kla.

2" T-knob

7e" carriage bolt
4" long

Align this edge of the
base with saw blade.

Genterline layout
increases accuracy
In the "Pivoting picture frames" in issue
132, the mat ing dowel holes in the pedi-
ment assembly (fuB), the base center
(C), and the upright (D) are located by
measuring from the edges of the pafis.
As a machinist with 30 years of experi-
ence, I know that this layout method
leads to problems. lf any of the parts are
cut slightly oversize or undersize, the
holes won't l ine up. The proper method,
shown in the drawing, below, is to mark
the centerline of each part, then locate
the holes the same distance on each
side of the centerline. This way, even if
the parts are a little off, the dowel holes
st i l l  l ine up.

-Ralph Willis, Barnwell, S.C

Centerl ine

trDril l ing" long holes
with your router
Your solution for the reader whose dril l
bits were too short for the long, straight
holes he needed in his turned lamp
bases was right on the money. In issue

Cotttirtuecl ott ltuge l13

the simple taper iig better
You featured a tablesaw taper jig in
the article "Precision j igs you can
make in a j iffy" in issue 129. I build a
lot of Adirondack chairs with tapered
back slats, so I built the j ig and use it
often. lt works great, but I did make
one small improvement. Compression
springs slipped over the two front
bolts, as shown in the drawing, below,

Saw blade

7e" hole with a z/a" counterbore
t/q" deeo on bottom side

Centerl ine
Prciect Designer Wanted
Are you a creative individual with the ability to design pro1ects like those found
in WOOD' magazine? We're looking for a full-time project designer to join our
staff in Des Moines, lowa. You'll work in a team-oriented environment with
other professionals dedicated to producing the world's leading woodworking
magazine. Woodworking skills and a knowledge of computer-aided design
programs a must. Send cover letter, resume, and work samples to:

Marlen Kemmet, Managing Editor
WOOD Magazine
1716 Locust St. ,  GA-310
Des Moines. lA 50309
Fax: 5151284-2115
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JEf...the'Power to
Shape Your ldeas.

The JET store is  now open
with over 2oo IET products in
stock, including best setters
and hard-to-f ind attach ments.
Com plete product information
inc tud ing  cus tomer  rev iews
make compar ing  produc ts
quick and easy. Visit  the JET
store and see why JET is one of
the fastest growing brands in
the industry.

And the Store
to Make

Them a Reality.

-r
a

l l

T

ffi$.

Visit the let store at

www.amazon.com liet
Ca[[ for your FREE Tool Crib catalog

r-8oo-635-5t4o

d*st col leciors i* inters plan*rs
$aws woad tathes the Jet store
shapers sanders Ft*ner-snCI[ders

talking back

131 , page 20, you recommended ripping
the stock lengthwise, sawing or routing a
groove down the center, and gluing the
halves back together.

l've been "drilling" with my router for
years, and it sure saves time and frus-
tration. But for my turning projects, I stop
my groove about 3" from each end. That
way I don't lose my centers. When I'm
finished turning, I just dri l l  out the last
part with a hand dril l  or my dril l  press.

-Gary Brophy, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Raising the stakes on
our popular reindeer
My hat's off to the reader who came up
with a way to use inconspicuous eye
bolts and gutter spikes to stake down the
legs of his white lawn reindeer (issue
128 Talk ing Back).  The winds here in
Florida can get pretty strong, and my

Gutter spike
driven through
wire loop
into ground

\
\

\\

reindeer have blown down more times
than I can remember.

But in the off-season, I'm afraid those
protruding eye bolts in the legs would
keep me from storing the pieces in neat,
flat stacks. (Most Floridians don't have a
basement, and storage space can be
tight.) So I used long-nose pliers to
make my own "staking eyes", shown in
the drawings, below left, oul of 16-
gauge galvanized wire. They're even
harder to detect than eye bolts, and they
swing out of the way for storage, letting
me stack the parts without a hitch.

-James B. Trushell, Port Charlotte, Fla

Tool test integrity
I read with great interest the comments
on your Web site from numerous
WOODa subscribers who were surprised
that in the issue 135 jointer review, the
Grizzly G1182HW was the best tested. lt
was rather unfoftunate that some of the
comments accused WOOD magazine of
favoring Grizzly because we are one of
their advertisers. I trust that the pounding
we took in the dril l-press review in issue
136 put to rest any question of favorit ism.

Although we sell thousands of dri l l
presses every year and the depth stop
hasn't been an issue, we plan to switch
to the threaded, three-nut system.
WOOD's comments in the drill-press
afticle were taken seriously and positive-
ly, and let there be no doubt-Grizzly
intends to be the best.

-Shiraz Balolia, president, Grizzly lndustria[ hc.

Write Us!
Do you have comments, criticisms, sugges-
tions, or maybe even a compliment specifically
relating to an article that appeared in W00b
magazine? Please write to:

Talking Back
W00D magazine
1716 Locust St.,  GA310
Des Moines, lA 50300-3UUl

or e-mail us at talkingback@mdp.com.
Due to the volume of letters and e-mails we
receive, we only can respond to and publish
those of the greatest interest to our readers.

:
:

t :
I :

lt :
A )

1 8

Oblong loop -,' ,C t
swings treely v,17 I
on leo <-r-. ^

1 6-9auge galvanized wire
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_tool irldqstry
insider

this yearts hot new tools
I recently scoured two
enormous trade shows
in search of the latest
and greatest wood-
working products. Here
are six I judged most
innovative.

D"*ru,
Woodworking Products Editor

Eu.* summer. tool manufacturers
Efrom around the world gather to show
off new gadgets they hope will capture the
hearts (and wallets) of tool junkies. At the
Association of Woodworking and
Fumishings Suppliers Fair in Anaheim,
Calif., and the National Hardware Show in
Chicago, I got a chance to see and handle
literally hundreds of new tools, gizmos,
and accessories. You read about Porter-
Cable's cordless router in our last issue,
and you'll learn about the Record

QuickVise on page 90,but here are six
more of the best products I saw.

Titebond HiPURformer
Advanced Bonding System
800/347-4583
www.titebond.com
Titebond's waterproof polyurethane adhesives
apply l ike hotmelt glue and bond like epoxy 0n
virtually any material, I put a dab of the stuff
on the end grain of a piece of oak, and
pressed another piece of oak end grain to it.
After a couple of seconds I didn't need to hold
the pieces anymore. Within 5 or 6 minutes, I
couldn't break the two pieces apart, The cord-
less applicator, base, and three cafiridges of
adhesive sell for around $'100; replacement
cartridges cost $6-$8.

: Delta 22-580 Portable Planer
l 800/438-2480
i www.deltamachinery,com
: Delta's 22-58013" portable planer is the first
; portable planer with two feed rates. In "dimen-
: sion" mode, the feed rollers haul lumber under
: the knives at22.4 feet per minute (fpm).
i Switch t0 "finish" mode, and the rate slows to
i 14.8 fpm for a silky smooth surface. The
: 22-580 also boasts a depth stop that can be
: set anywhere from 1/a" lo 61/2". A price hasn't
, been established yet for the planer, but a
r source at Delta says it wil l be "under $500."

r
#
\-r=sr

E

Tool Dock Modular Workshop
866/866-5362
www,tooldock.com
These modular cabinets and tops
come in a myriad of configurations so
you can build your shop one piece at
a time. Interchangeable insefts allow
you to mount, dismount, and store
benchtop tools quickly and securely.
And casters make the system flexible
to your space. To see how versatile
this system can be, drop by the Tool
Dock Web site. I was impressed by
the sturdiness of the 1 8-gauge steel
cabinets that suppoft the MDF work
sudaces. Equally impressive are the
prices: Most pieces cost less than
$200; the Router Station and Shop
Bench sell for around $300 each.

Continued on page 22
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tool industry insider

Laguna Tools LT14 Bandsaw
800t234-1976
www.lagunatools,com
I've long admired
the stationary tools
imported by Laguna
Tools. but such
quality demands a
higher price than I
can easily atford.
Laguna's new
Belgian-made 14"
bandsaw is more
modestly priced-
under $900. Rather
than clone existing
models, Laguna
designed the LT14
from the ground up
with a large table
sitting on double
cast-iron trunnions;
machined cast-iron wheels; ceramic blade
guides; and two tall, extruded-aluminum
fences-one for resawing and the other on the
miter guide.

PortenCable BNZMV|2 Cordless Brad Nailer
800/487-8665
www,porter-cable.com
l've searched for years for an electric brad
nailer that works like a pneumatic, but I never
thought it would come without a cord
attached. The BN200V12 uses a 12-volt
rechargeable battery to power an air compres-
sor built into the nailer, and can drives/r2"
18-gauge brads at a rate of about one per

second. You also can remove the battery and
power the tool with an air compressor. I found
the BN200V12 heavier than a pneumatic nail-
er, though its balance isn't much ditferent from
the feeling of dragging an air hose. lt sells for
about $280, including one battery pack.

Hear & Protect Electronic
Hearing Protectors
631/673-5975
Now hear this:Avoid the hassle of on-again,
off-again hearing protection with Hear &
Protect from Power Aisle, Inc. You simply leave
these mutfs on your ears all the time. A built-in
microphone allows you to hear
what's going on under normal
workshop circumstances.
But when the noise
level exceeds 85
decibels (dB),
electronic circuitry
turns off the mic, and
Hear & Protect pro-
tects. The set sells for
about $60..1

22 WOOD magazine December 2001
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The new Delta store has over
looo products from a comptete
line-up of unisaws to those hard-
to-find machinery attachments.
Extensive product information
including customer ratings and
reviews witt help you choose the
right tool for the job.
We'l[ even deliver to your door
for onty $6.99.

Visit the Delta store at

www.amazon.com/delta
Ca[[ for your FREE Too[ Crib catatog

r-8oo-635-5t4o

table saws radial saws miter saws
scrotl & band saws ptaners the Delta store
dritl ing machines iointers wood shapers

ask
Answers to your
letters, e-mails,

Get good grades
as a novice
plywood buyer
f.l I always ask for "cabinet gradu
lg plywood when buying for proj-
ects, because I don't know the actual
grade names. Can you tell me what the
grades are, and what they mean, so I
can at least sound like I know what I'm
talking about?

-Bill Martin, Lewisburg, Tenn.

You're not alone, Bill. Plywood
comes in a staggering array of

grades, but the short answer is that top-
quality cabinet plywood is called the
"A" or "number 1" grade. According to
the American National Standards
Institute, the splices in "A" grade face
veneer should be matched in some fash-
ion for an attractive appearance, there
should be very little contrast in color or
grain, and each 4x8' sheet can have no
more than a handful of pin knots no
larger than Vq".

You can get by with less-expensive "B"
grade material for workshop or garage
projects. "B" grade plywood can have

questions from
and W00D ONL|NEo

more pin knots and up to four larger
knots, but still no glaring contrasts in
color or grain. The "C" grade has unlimit-
ed pin knots and up to eight larger knots,
and might display grain contrasts at the
splices. The photos below show the kinds
of defects you should avoid in your best
projects. Remember that you can buy ply-
wood with an "A" face and an "A," "8,"
or "C" grade back.

If you don't see the grade printed on the
end of the sheet. ask the dealer. Even bet-
ter, buy where you can easily look
through the plywood and pick the pieces
you like best, whatever their grade. You'll
find that some home centers don't carry
"A" material. A more specialized lumber
company should have the good stuff.

-W00Do magazine

Limit the load on
MDF shelves
n I'm thinking about using medium-
\I density fiberboard to make the
shelves for a bookcase. What's the
maximum recommended length tot 3/q"
MDF shelves?

-Chris Terhune. Austin, Texas

A We found an answer from
Fl The Composite Panel
Association, Chris. Check the
chart, page 26, and match your
design to the load you expect the
shelves to carry. For example, a
linear foot's worth of WOOD
magazines weighs roughly 22
pounds. The numbers in the chart
apply to a shelf that simply rests
on a support at each end.
However. if the shelf is 12" or
less in width, and has continuous

Continued on page 26
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TruthThePlane
While these may look and feel like your
Grandfather's planes, truth is, when it
comes to performance, all but sentiment
is left behind. We kept the look and feel

lfllil"TJ{;: .*'1.t.tQ+,
manufacturing low-AngteBtockptane
and material
concepts to
create classic
planes that
truly work
better. You
can see, hear
and feel the
difference.

#ilaW Bench Plane

The new Veritas@ line of planes - classic evolution.
Affordably priced from $89.00-$1 75.00

1 -800-87 1 -8158 or customerservice@leeval

&o4JQitols' shoponrine:
Lee ValleyTools Ltd., 12 East River St., Ogdensburg, N.Y. 13669

ley.com

I-e€Vall

illi The Selection is Huge.

Wry We Built a Porter-Cable
Store to Show it all.

See the complete l ine-up of Porter-Cable products in the
Porter-Cable store. Over 1,ooo i tems including pneumatics
cordless tools to the hard-to-f ind woodworking accessor ies.
the entire fteet of this year's new Porter-Cable products at
store that has it al l.

Visit the Porter-Cable store at

www. a m azo n. co m / po rterca b le
Catl for your FREE Tool Crib catalog f -8OO-635-5740

routers sanders cordless toots
generators the Porter-Cable store
nailers & staplers air compressors

new
and
See
the

ask wood

support along its back edge, you can
double the span. Solid-wood edging
along the front will boost the shelf's
strength, too, as well as improving its
appearance.

-{/V00Do magazine

These woods can be
downright irritating
f'\ I've been building a table out of
\f walnut, and the sawdust seems
to be irritating. As a novice woodwork-
er, l 'm wondering which woods are
most likely to produce unpleasant
reactions. Can you help?

-Carl Bretzke, Hutchinson. Minn

A Carl. some woods affect almost
A anyone, given enough exposure,
while others create an allergic reaction
only in certain people. Species that com-
monly create breathing problems or skin
rashes include cocobolo, ebony, myrtle,
padauk, rosewoods, satinwood, teak,
wenge, and western red cedar. It's more

Continued on page 28
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Load Y2" 3/q"

lbs./sq. ft, thickness thickness

50
40
30
20
10

1 5 "'16"

1 8 "
20'
25',

22"
r \  A t l
L+

26"
30"
36"
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Serious Woodworkers

Rely On Freud

For The
Sharpest Router
On The Shelf.

Get precisety what you need
from Freud.  Vis i t  Freud's
new web site and choose
from more than 1,5oo i tems,
inc luding router  b i ts ,  saw
blades, power tools, dado
sets,  and shaper cut ters.
Extensive product informa-
t ion ,  i nc lud ing  cus tomer
ratings and reviews, hetp
you s tay  on  the  cu t t ing
edge.

Visit the let store at

www.amazon.com/freud
Callfor your FREE Toot Crib catalog

r-8oo-635-5r4o

dado sets
router bits
saw btades

hand toots power toots
router sets the Freud store
shank sets shaper cutters
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ask wood

rare to run into trouble with bald
cypress, balsam fir, beech, birch, black
locust, boxwood, elm, goncalo alves,
mahogany, maple, red oak, purpleheart,
redwood, spruce, walnut, and zebra-
wood. No matter what woods you use,
we hope that you have a good dust-col-
lection system, wear a dust mask, and
keep your shop well ventilated.

-W00Do magazine

The truth about wood
countertops
,\ | want to install a solid-wood
\J countertop in the kitchen, around
the sink. What kind of wood and finish
should I use to avoid water damage?

-Jim Kieffer, Summit, N.J.

A White oak is one of the more
A moisture-resistant woods. Jim. but
it's the finish that will make or break a
kitchen countertop. Unfortunately, it's
difficult to find a product that will stand
up to the demands over a long period of
time. According to finishing expert Bob
Flexner, conversion varnish (which
requires an acid catalyst) and catalyzed
lacquer (conversion varnish plus nitro-
cellulose lacquer) would be the most
durable film-forming finishes for this
application, but their use is problematic
for most of us. Next in durability comes
polyurethane varnish, which is easy to
handle. But any film finish will start to
peel if water makes its way through a

crack or scratch. Bob says your other

choices are to apply a non-curing oil, such

as mineral oil, and recoat often; apply an

oil that cures. such as linseed oil. or an

oil-varnish blend, and recoat often; or

leave the wood unfinished. and wash it

periodically to clean it. All in all, you can

see why wood doesn't show up in many

kitchen countertops, except as edging.
-W00D magazine

ls it safe to burn
manufactured wood?
n I produce lots of scrapwood in
\I my shop, and use most of the
scraps as kindling or firewood in my
fireplace or woodstove. I've always
considered it unsafe to burn CCA-treat-
ed wood, composition board, and MDF.
ls that correct? 

-Frank Krieger, patchogue, N.y.

A Frank. the U.S. Forest Products
tt Laboratorv in Wisconsin says treat-
ed lumber may produce toxic chemicals
when burned, so don't throw it in a fire-
place or stove. As for composite materi-
als, a few scraps in a fire won't create a

personal health hazard, according to a

chemical engineer at the Weyerhaeuser

Company. Victor Dallons, of the lumber

giant's environmental technical services

department, says a normally burning fire

will consume the formaldehyde con-

tained in composite board adhesives. But

the urea in those adhesives does produce

more air pollution in the form of nitro-

gen oxides, so we hope you' l l  take most

of those scraps to the landfill.
-W00D magazine

Help! Workshop dust
is invading my house!
n My shop occupies part of our
\f walkout basement. When I built it,
I tried to isolate the sawdust from the
upper level by drywalling the whole
shop and adding wipers to the bottoms
of the two shop doors, and I have three
dust collectors. However, some of the
fine sawdust still infiltrates to the
upstairs. Any ideas on how to really

Continued on page JO

0n a rising scale of 0-5, here's how some
finishes resist kitchen challenoes.

Wax 0-2 0 0
Oils 0-2 0 3
Nitrocellulose

lacquer 3 3 2
Water-base 3 5 2
Polyurethane

varnish 5 5 5
Conversion

finishes 5 5 5
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sealthe doors while still allowing them
to open and close?

Aarry Jenkins, Shellsburg, Iowa

f, Install exterior door units that have
A in rgral weather stripping and
threshold with a sealing sweep under the
door. You could try to retrofit the exist-
ing interior doors with foam stick-on
weather stripping but the add-on type is
not as good as the type that comes on
insulated steel door units. A threshold
and rubber bulb type sweep could be
added to the existing doors, but it's pret-
ty tough to get a tight fit that still allows
the door to close nicely. If you are not
using an air filtration unit, you might
want to install one.

-Hugh Hadfield, Fairview Heights, lll.

Filter any and all return air ducts in
the basement.

-Gene Broseus. address unknown

How to cut pltrwood
with a circular saw
fl I have a 4x8'sheet of red oak
\l lumber core plywood and only a
Skilsaw to cut it. Any recommenda-
tions for getting straight, clean cuts?
What about blade type? I have a Black
&'Decker 73-147 hollow-ground ply-
wood blade that works fine on ,/0" ply-
wood, but I don't know if it will make it
through s/l" lumber core.

-Charles Brozek, Zion, lll.

n Place the wider, heavier part of
A your saw on the "keeper" side of
your cut when you remove a nilTow
strip, as shown at right. You'll want the
straightedge on the left in this situation.
If your plywood has a good face and a
lesser-quality face, place the good side
down when you cut it with a circular
saw. That way, the leading edge of the
blade cuts into the veneer instead of
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It's lhe llfmld's 0nly lordless Brud lluilEr
Ihut's ilso Pneumutit.
Cordless. Pneumatic. Our new cordless brad nailer gives you the option of both,

using exclusive IPS TechnologfM (Twin Power Source System).lt's cordless,

thanks to a mini-compressor powered by our rechargeable,

interchangeable l2-volt battery. lt's also pneumatic,

courtesy of aIl4" valve that allows you to use it with traditional

compressors. To get one of your own, visit your Porter-Cable dealer or call 1-800-487-8665
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tural foam. I set the blade so that it just
penetrates the foam.

-Clint Chamberlain, Madison, Wis.

Do power tools cause
carpal tunnel woes?
n What is the thinking on using
\f handheld power tools and carpal
tunnel syndrome? Every time I use my
random-orbit sander, I get a pain on
the back of my hand.

-Bruce Dissel, Moab, Utah

breaking out of it. Any splintering will
be on the back side. Also, Tru-Grip
makes a bar clamp/straightedge that you
might like. The Woodworker's Supply
catalog carries the 48" model. Call
800/645-9292 to order part number 868-
717, piced at $39.95 plus shipping.

-lil0ODo magazine

A Yes, your blade will handle the 3/q"

Fl just fine, provided it is reasonably
sharp.Ifyou've used it for several years,
you probably should replace it with a
good, general-pulpose carbide blade.
The Black & Decker Piranha is an excel-
lent choice. To cut a straight line with a
circular saw, use a straightedge guide
clamped or screwed to the plywood. The
straightedge can be a piece of factory-
edge, 3/q" plywood about 6" wide by 8'
long, which your lumber provider will
cut for you. Place enough 2x2s or 2x4s
across a pait'of sawhorses to make a sta-

ble platform, put the plywood on top,
and clamp or screw the straightedge in a
carefully measured position to the right
of your saw's table (to the left, if you're
a lefty). Set the depth of the cut for the
blade to extend about /+" through the
plywood. Move the saw slowly and care-
fully, always keeping some pressure
against the straightedg"i*n* 

Hemando, Miss.

A I cut furniture-grade plywood with
Fl a top-of-the-line Black & Decker
saw and a 4O-tooth, ATB, carbide-tipped
Jesada blade, and I have essentially no
splintering. I do have a couple of gim-
micks, however. First, I use a Penn State
Portable Panel Saw System, which
allows you to fasten your saw to a ball-
bearing guide carriage. [It's part PPS-B,
priced at $89. Call 800/377-7297.1
Second, I saw all my panels on the floor
by placing them on a sheet of 1" struc-

Bruce, you should visit your doctor
and get the problem checked out.

Bill Fellows, a physical therapist at the
Iowa Clinic in Des Moines, says hand-
held power tools can contribute to a
variety of painful conditions. The vibra-
tion, long-term gripping, and repetitive
motion involved in using a sander, for

Continued on page JJ
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example, can lead to problems such as
carpal tunnel syndrome, tendinitis, or
nerve irritation. Bill suggests stretching
your hands, wrists, and forearms before
settling in to use a tool for any length of
time. Bend and straighten them, move
them from side to side, and pump your
hands open and shut a few times to
improve blood flow and flexibility. He
also suggests trying to find a more com-
fortable way to hold the tool, and recom-
mends buying tools that are ergonomi-
cally designed to fit the human hand.
But when pain becomes a regular and
significant factor, get a medical opinion.
If these ailments become chronic, even-
tually you have no choice but surgery.

-W00Do magailne

Going around the
bentfwith plywood
n I'm making a sleigh, and need to
\{ bend a sheet ol3/s" plywood.
What's the best way to go about it?
Also, would exterior plywood work or
is marine-grade plywood necessary?

- Rand Foss, Tomahawk, Wis.

A Exterior plywood wil l serve the
Fl purpose. Rand. Tom Millsap. a
Paxton Lumber salesman in Des Moines,
says marine-grade plywood is necessary
only for projects that will be submerged
in water. Remember, of course, that it's
the glue that makes plywood "exterior."
The wood itself is as susceptible to the
elements as the interior version.
If you'll be bending your plywood to a

tight radius, we suggest using three lay-

ers of Vs" materral, rather than one 7s"
piece. Use epoxy to laminate the three
thicknesses into the required shape, and
expect some "springback." We don't
recommend saw kerfs as a bending aid
for outdoor projects. The kerfs create
entry points for water to get inside and
cause damage. For indoor projects, try a
sheet of "bending plywood," available
from the larger lumberyards. It comes in
t/s" and /s" thicknesses, and you can
form it into a tight radius with ease.

-W00D magazine

A Curly maple is a tough wood to
A power-plane. When l 've got to
dimension this wood, I run it through the
planer at a slight angle and take light
cuts until I get close to the thickness I
want. Then I go to the hand plane and
scraper. Check in your area for someone
with a wide belt sander, and see if you
can rent time on it or have the owner do
the work. If you have a lot of material to
run, it could be worth the money.

-Robert Phillips, San Antonio, Texas

Seeks an end to curly
maple teapout
n When I send curly maple through
\f the thickness planer, there is
always tear-out. How can I avoid this?
ls there a better way to bring it to
dimension?

-olgrngo@aol.com

Got a question?
lf you're looking for an answer to a woodwork-
ing question, write to Ask W000, 1716 Locust
St., GA 310, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023 or
send us an e-mail at askwood@mdp.com. For
immediate feedback from your fellow wood-
workers, post your question on one of our dis-
cussion groups at www.woodonline.com.

Discover how
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stacked
Get into the groove with
this slot-cutting specialist

lf 
you need a slot, groove, or rabbet on

Ithe edge of a workpiece, you can't beat a
stacked slot-cutting bit in your router or
router table. This set of cutters with a sin-
gle arbor gives you the flexibility to cut a
range of widths, and you can microman-
age the fit with a series of shims, much
like a stacked dado set on your tablesaw.

But a stacked slot cutter can do things
your dado set can't, such as rabbeting a
curved surface, as shown above right.In
the arched-top cabinet clock project on
page 66, we machined the groove to
accept the clock back using a stacked slot-
cutter-a task impossible for a dado set.

Mounted in a router table, use a stacked
slot cutter to rout a spline groove in the
edge of wide workpieces without jigging
up a tall fence. And for large projects,
such as a built-in bookcase, mount the bit
in your handheld router to cut slots for T-
moldings or biscuits. (In the Router-Table
Techniques article onpage 50, learn how
to use your router table as a biscuit joiner.)

Standard cutter(s) Slot width*
1 la 1le

5/sz slsz
3/ro 31rc
1 l + 1 l q

1la + slsz 1/+- elsz
1la + 31rc elsz- 51rc
1 l a+ 1 l q 111.72 _ 3ls

slsz + 3lrc slft _ 111s2
slsz + 1lq 31F'- 13h2
31rc + 1l+ 131e2 _ 7l1^

1 la+s lgz+3 / ro 131?2 - 151"2
1 / 8 + 5 / s 2 + 1 / 4 15132- 17h2
1 l a + 3 1 1 | 6 + 1 l q 1lz- elrc
s l s z + 3 1 ' r a + 1 1 + 17laT - 191e2

1 la+s lsz+3 / ro  +1 lq 518- 231s2

Note: Dimensions are inches.
*Variable widths result from adding shims.

How the set stacks up
A typical stacked slot cutter consists
of four cutters of different thicknesses
(VB" ,5/32" ,3/to" , and V+"), an arbor on
which they mount, and a bearing that fixes
the depth of cut (usually t/2", although
other bearing sizes are available). The set
also comes with about 20 shims ranging
from .1 millimeter (mm) to 1 mm for fine-
tuning the cutting width.

The cutters themselves have two, three,
or even four "wings," each with a carbide
tooth on its end. Four-wing cutters afford
the cleanest cuts, but are more expensive;
three-wing cutters offerlhe best combina-
tion of performance and value.

Setting up the bit
To use a stacked slot cuffer, figure the
combination of cufters and shims you'll
need to achieve your final cut width. The
chart at /e/ shows the range of widths for
each combination of cutters and shims.
You must use at least a I mm shim
between cufters. and the narrowest cut
shown for each combo includes that shim.

Because the arbor isn't threaded along
its entire length, you'll also need to add
enough extra shims to reach the threads on
the end of the shank. Put the exfra shims
on the empfy arbor first, then add the cut-
ters and shims, and finally the bearing and
arbor nut.

Remember to orient the cutters properly:
When viewed from the threaded end of
the arbor, the cutters should point counter-
clockwise. Mount the bit in vour router

One stacked slot-cutting
set can cut grooves rang-
ing from 1/a" lo nearly 3/4tt.

and make a test cut in scrap stock. Add or
remove shims as needed for a perfect fit.

Beyond the basics
Here are a few more tips to get the most
out of your stacked slot cutter:
. Forget to cut the rabbet to accept a draw-
er bottom or case back? Rout the rabbet in
the completed box using a stacked slot
cutter. The rabbet's corners will be round-
ed, but you can square them up with a
chisel or radius the corners of the boftom/
back to match.
. The bearing also can be mounted on the
arbor between cutters (say, to create the
tongue of a tongue-and-groove joint) or
before the cutters on the arbor for guiding
from the top with a handheld router.
. Although it's safe to use these bits in a
handheld router, we prefer the stability
and security of a router table, whenever
possibte.i

Written by Dave Gampbellwith Kevin Boyle
Photograph: Baldwin Photography
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Helping y0u work faster, smarler, and safer

HAN DLE-MOUNTING DETAIL

3" drywall screw

Ta" plywood handle

3/a" LD. clear vinyl tubing

See how well this tip stacks up
While building a small bookcase recently, I again stumbled on an age-old problem:
how to apply finish to all six sides and edges of the shelves in one sitt ing. (And,
how to handle and store the f reshly f in ished pieces unt i l  they dr ied.)  This t ime,
though, I  f igured out a solut ion.

I built a pair of "handles" for each shelf from scraps of s/+" plywood with loosely
matching tongues and grooves on the top and bottom edges, as shown above.
After dri l l ing a pair ol t/e" holes in each handle, I pushed 3" drywall screws through
the holes and sl ipped a 17Aa" length of  c lear v inyl  tubing (about 50 a foot  at  the
hardware store) over each screw. Finally, I attached a pair of the handles to the
shelf by driving the screws s/q" inlo each end of the shelf,

With the handles attached, I can apply finish or paint to all sides of the shelf-the
tubing gives me plenty of brush clearance even for the ends. And, I can stack the
shelves whi le they dry wi thout having them spread out al l  over the shop.

-Don Klimesh, Brownstown, Pa.

Contitntecl on page 38

36

wnner

Ask Don Klimesh how he got into wood-
working, and he cuts right to the chase:
"Because I wanted nice things, and I 'm
frugal." Be that as it may, our Top Shop
Tip winner also is pretty clever, as you
can see from his prize-winning tip aI left.

And frugality has paid off for the
retired mechanical engineer. He and his
wife,  Mary Ann, div ide their  t ime
between their home in Brownstown,
Pennsylvania,  and their  recent ly
acquired cottage in Spi l lv i l le,  lowa,
where Don is setting up a second shop.

For sending in
this issue's
Top Shop Tip,
Don Klimesh
wins a Shop
Fox W1670
radial dri l l
press. Great
work, Don!

Tell us how you've solved a workshop
puzzler, and we'll send you $75 if we
print your solution. And, if we choose
your tip as the Top Shop Tip of the
issue, we'l l also send you a tool prize
worth at least $ZSO.

Send your best t ips, along with pho-
tos or illustrations and your daytime
telephone number, to: Shop Tips,
WOOD Magazine, 1716 Locust St.,
GA-310, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023.
Or post your best suggestions at
www.woodonline.com on our Top
Shop Tip discussion group.

Because we try to publish only origi-
nal t ips, please send your tips only to
WOOb magazine. Sorry, but we
can't send back the items you send in.

WOOD magaz ine  December  2001

"  l .D.  c lear  v iny l  tub ing
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Tin-punching jig works
smooth as silk
I finally got around to building the
Punched-Tin Pie Safe project that
appeared on the cover of WOODa mag-
azine issue 53. But I had problems
punching consistent-sized holes using a
wood backer for the tin. My solution: a
drill-press mounted punch and anvil.

The jig, shown at right, consists of a
s/a" bolt mounted in an auxiliary table on
my drill press. I drilled aS/sz" hole about

t/r0" deep into the end of the bolt, then
ground a bevel on the outside edge.

To use the j ig, I chuck a 6-penny finish
nail into the dril l  press and center the
bolt (and jig) under the tip of the nail.
Placing the tin between the nail and bolt,
I simply lower the dril l-press quil l to push
the nail through the tin. The beveled
edge of the bolt allows me to punch
holes close together without interference
from below.

-Kenneth Cook, Plattsburgh, N.Y

Grind bevelon
edge of bolt.

Dri l l  into end
of bolt with

s/ez" bil.

3/e" washer

7+" plywood auxiliary table

Boald feetts
secret agent: ,oo7
I marvel sometimes at how the guy at
the hardwoods store uses his ruler to
quickly calculate the number of board
feet in any given board. But here's an
easy-to-remember formula that helps
you make the calculations without a
bunch of mental gymnastics.

Multiply the board's thickness (for
boards less than 1" thick, just use 1")
times its width, times its length, times
.007 (TxWxLx.007). lf one dimension is
in feet, use .084 instead of .007.
Although there's a very small error due
to rounding, for most purposes the differ-
ence is insignificant.

-Robert Reynolds, Birchwood, Wis.,

via W00D 0nlinea

Continued on page 40
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Undeptable drawer stores aecessories
I recently installed an aftermarket rip
fence on my tablesaw. While I had the
saw apart, I decided to add a drawer

under the table, as shown below left. I
find it very handy for storing items I use
with the saw-wrenches, pushsticks,

feather boards, and so on. Sure
enough, it saves steps and
space in my tool chest.

-Jerry Kloppenborg, DavenPort, lowa

Squeeze bottle
into storage duty
Saving leftover paint and other
finishes is a great idea, both for
the environment and your wal-
let. But air trapped inside a half-
full can will shorten the life of
these products. I dodge this
problem by eliminating the air
from the storage container.

After washing and air-drying a
resealable plastic soft-drink bot-
tle, I use a funnel to transfer the

finish. I squeeze out the air, then cap the
container. To save time, I keep a few
bottles of various sizes washed and
ready for storage duty. Be sure to label
the contents with a permanent marker,
and keep all of these chemicals away
from children.
-Art Ransom, Lancaster, Texas, via W00D ?NLlNfu

Va x yz" drawer guide screwed to mounts
with #6 x3/t" F.H. wood screws

Label \ | fa_ /Squeeze bottle
contents \ L1^ / until finish is
with Wr even with top,
permanent a, =-- then cap
marker. l  W and release.

WOOD magazine December 2001
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Close-quarters
clamps? Socket to tem
Sometimes, such as when gluing up a
cold-bent lamination, the clamps can get
so close together that you can't get a
good grip on the handles to tighten
them. That's why I epoxied lag screws
into the ends of my clamp handles, as
shown below. In tight situations, I can
use a socket wrench with an extension
to close the clamps.
-Dave Campbell, W00Do magazine products editor

Lamination form

s/s" lag
SCTEW

Ta" hole

Epoxy

You'l l f ind more great Shop Tips
throughout every issue of WOOb
magazine. Look for boxes like this
one nestled among the project and
technique articles.

Laminations

www.woodonline.com



great ideas-for your shop

extti+-long
drum sander
building this sander just plumb easy

I I fhen he started building the
U U Arched-Top Clock (see the how-to-

build article on page 66), WOODo maga-
zine Design Editor Kevin Boyle was faced
with a plan that looked as if it would
require hours of tedious hand sanding.
Dreading this, Kevin created a drill-press
attachment using parts he
scrounged in the shop. The spindle
itself is a length of 2" PVC plumb-
ing pipe, a size that worked well
for the clock's curves, but you can
easily adapt this idea to other diam-
eters of pipe.

Use a circle cutter to make slight-
ly oversized wood plugs for the top
and bottom of the spindle. Add the
carriage bolts and nuts, chuck them
into your drill press, and power-
sand the plugs to fit perfectly into
the pipe. Be sure that you fully
countersink the PVC for the wood
screws that secure the plugs so the heads
don't protrude and scratch your work.
Trim the sandpaper so the ends just meet
or have a slight garyVerlapping the
paper would make a bump.

Construct the base assembly by cutting a
piece of V+" hardboard and 3A" MDF to
identical size. Drill aZVz" hole through the
hardboard, and a t/q" hole through the
MDF. When you set up the sander, care-
fully check that the spindle is square to the
table. Run the sander at 500 rpm or slow-
er. Because of the low cost of building
these spindles, you may want to make one
for each grit you frequently use. il

l l lustrations: Mike Mittermeier; Lorna Johnson
Photograph: Baldwin Photography

,-1/+" nul

{--t7o,11s1
ff;;$i,
( "  _ a _  _ )

!y -----r11.".carriagebott

\c

2" long

Adhesive-backed
sandpaper

#6x3 /q "  F .H .
wood screw

2" PVC pipe
67+" long
(2s/a'O.D.)

t/+" carriage bolt
11/2" long

T--x
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ITNELE EXPLODED VIEW

3/a" groove 7a" deep
(Cut to f i t  mi ter  gauge)

I
1e/ta"

r
Plastic knob

wilh t/c"
threaded

insert

Start at the top
I Cut both a piece of birch plywood for
I the panel (A) and a piece of plastic

laminate for the skin (B) an inch larger in
length and width than the sizes listed in
the Bill of Materials.
/-) Following the directions on the can,
Zapply con"tact adhesive to the back of

www.woodonline.com

Round knob
with #10-24 x t/2" stud

Flush trimming with your tablesaw
When applying plastic laminate to a part like the
router-table top's panel, start with oversize
pieces of plywood and laminate. Apply contact
cement to the laminate and the plywood. Position
the laminate just shy of one edge and end of the
plywood, as shown in the photo. Run these
edges, free of overhanging laminate, against your
tablesaw fence first when trimming the top to its
finished size. Cutting both plywood and laminate
at the same time avoids router f lush trimming.

the laminate and the face of the plywood.
Bond the laminate to the plywood, hold-
ing the laminate about %" back from one
edge and one end of the plywood, as
shown in the shop tip above. Apply pres-
sure with a rubber laminate roller.

QWith the plywood's exposed end and
\,tedge in turn against your tablesaw's

#8 x 11/+ '  F.H.
wood screw

Mini-track
22" long

12" bevel

lt - #8 x 2" F.H.
wood screw

7se" shank hole,
countersunk
(Dr i l led a t  12")

rip fence, trim about Vq" off the panel's
opposite end and edge, cutting through
both the plywood and laminate. Now
with the just-trimmed end and edge in
turn against the fence, cut the paneUskin
(A/B) to finished size.
yf Cut the edge bands (C) and the end
-Tbands (D) to width, but about 1"

Mini-track
27t/2" long

2t/2" vac porl

Rabbet to fit
router plate.

#B x 2" F.H.' \ \ \ \ \  f  fB x.1" Pan-
*ooO scre* \\\ \ head screw
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longer than the lengths listed. Miter-cut
them to fit around the top, as shown on
Drawing 1. Glue and clamp them in
place keeping their top edges flush with
the laminate's surface, as shown in the
shop tip opposite.

f,Install a3/+" dado blade in your table-
\,/saw, and attach a tall (about 10")
auxiliary fence to the rip fence. Adjust
the blade and fence to cut the grooves in
the end bands (D) for the mini-track,
where shown on Drawing 1a. See the
Buying Guide for our mini-track source.
Test your setup with a piece of scrap,
and make any necessary adjustments.
With the top's laminate side against the
fence, cut the mini-track grooves in the
end bands (D). Back up your cuts with a

follower block to eliminate chipping as
the blade exits the workpiece.

Awith the same dado blade, cut a
L,/groove in a piece of scrap, and test
the fit of your miter-gauge bar. It should
slide freely with very little play. Make
any necessary adjustments. With the
laminated face down, cut the miter-
gauge groove in the top, where shown

cutting diagram

on Drawing lb. Back up the cut with a
follower block to eliminate chipping.

Fit the insert plate
and install plate levelers
I Follow the eight steps in Drawing 2 to
I create the top's insert-plate recess.

Owith the insert-plate recess formed,
4-an l/rc" counterbores t/q" deep in

1 / q x 2 3 / q x 5 "

Acrylic
@

211/z x 251/2"
Plastic laminate

TABLETOP

Note: To form the
insert-plate recess, 2,

z/ro" counterbore
t/q" deep with a 3/e"
hole centered inside
(for a #10-24locknut)

Front edge (p 3,1/+"

bill of materials
Table

F I N I S H E D  S I Z E
T W L Matl.Qty.

A- panel 3/qu 201/2, 241/z' BP 1

B. skin 1/16" 201/z^ 241/z' PL 1

C-edge bands 3/qu 1sAa" 26' M 2

D- end bands 3/q' 1e/rc" 22' M 2

E- legs Vc' 111/z' 201/z' BP 2

F- leg cleats 3/q' 3u 20Y2' M 4

G cord cleat 3/q' 2' 16Y2" M 1

Fence

H* fence 3/+' 6u 261/sz" M 1

l- fence base Vc' 3" 261/sz" M 1

J vac oort mounts 3/cu 21/2" 31/s' M 2

K lence brackets 3/cu 43/q' 7Y2' M 2

Guard & Feather board

L guard base 3/qu 5u M 1

M guard 1/c' 23/c' 5u A 1

N-feather boards Vqu 1Vq' 8u M 2
0 iam blocks 3/qu 13/q' 3u M 2
-Parts initially cut oversize.

Materials Key: BP-birch plywood, Pl-plastic lami-
nate, M-maple, A-acrylic.

Supplies: #8x11/4" flathead wood screws, #8x1r/2"
flathead wood screws, #8x2" flathead wood screws,
#8x1" panhead screws, #8x1" brass flathead wood
screws (2), /n' SAE flat washers, contact adhesive,
S-minute epoxy, #10-24 locknuts (4).

Buying Guide
Hardware. 7a" hexhead bolts ltl2" long (8), knobs
with %" threaded inserts (8), miniature knobs with
#10-24x1/2" studs (4),36" minitrack with screws (1),
24" mini-tracks with screws (2),21/z'vac port (1),
s/ex12x12" acrylic insert plate (1), order kit no.
131238, $59.99 plus shipping, from Woodcraft. Call
800/225-1 153 to order.
$rvitch, Safety power switch no. 141938, $34.99 plus
shipping, from Woodcraft. Call 800/225-1153 to order.

3/a x71/+ x 96" Maple

3/a xTYa x 96" Maple

3/+ x 48 x 48" Birch plywood
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each corner for #10-24 locknuts, where
shown on Drawing 1b Make sure that,
when placed in the counterbores, the
locknuts are flush with the surface of the
recess. Drill %0" holes through the cen-
ters of the counterbores.

QRefening to the sidebar "How to add
r-/insert-plate levelers to your table" on
page 49, epoxy locknuts into the coun-
terbores. Finish-sand the bands (C, D) to
220 grit. Ease the sharp laminate edges
of the miter-gauge slot and insert-plate
recess with a cabinet scraper.

Build a sturdy base
I Cut the legs (E) and leg cleats (F) to
I length. but about 1" wider than listed.

Tilt your tablesaw blade l2o, and bevel-
rip the edges of the legs and leg cleats,
where shown on Drawing 1a. Cut the
cord cleat (G) to size.
f)Glue and clamp the leg cleats (F) to
Lthe legs (E). Then drill pilot and
countersunk shank holes through the leg
cleats into the legs. Drive in the screws,
and remove the clamps. Glue and clamp
the cord cleat to the leg cleat. Finish-
sand the leg assemblies to 220 git.
Note: When storing the router table, coil
the router and switch cords and stow
them under the table, wedging them
between the leg and the cord cleat.

QPlace the top assembly upside down
\,fon your bench. Glue and clamp the
leg assemblies to the top. Drill pilot and
countersunk shank holes through the leg
cleats into the top. Drive in the screws.

Build an accurate fence
I Forming straight, square edges on
I your fence parts is essential for mak-

ing a straight fence. Start by cutting the
fence (H) and the fence base (I) V2"
wider and 1" longer than the sizes listed.
Joint one edge of each board. Next set
the fence on your tablesaw Vtz" over the
finished width, and rip the parts. Set your
jointer's depth to Vtz" and joint the fresh-
ly cut edge. Check the length of your
tabletop and add Vtz" to this measure-
ment. Cut the fence and fence base to
this length. (The added /:2" allows the
fence to slide easily.) Bandsaw centered
IVzxlVz" bit-clearance notches in both
parts. Glue and clamp the fence and
fence base together.
f)Cut two tAx43Ax7t/2" blanks for the
Zf"n 

" 
brackets (K). Fasten the two

blanks together with double-faced tape.

www.woodonline.com

Keep your banding flush
and corners aligned
Make alignment blocks by cutting
2x2" notches out of four 4x4"
pieces of Vq" plywood. (The notch-
es let you see the mitered cor-
ners.) Clamp them to the top, as
shown in the photo. Use scrap
blocks underneath the top to
space the clamps away from the
banding. Now, glue and clamp the
banding to the top, keeping it tight
against the alignment blocks.

RMIN

STEP 1 Trim the insert plate to size,
and position it 47/e" from the tabletop's
front edge and centered side-to-side.
STEP 2Trace outline of olate onto the
tabletop.

STEP 5 Secure insert olate inside
traced outline with double-faced tape.
STEP 6 Clamp the guide boards around
the plate, spacing each board away
from the plate with business-card shims.
STEP 7 Remove the insert plate and
shims. Chuck a straight bit with a top-
mounted pilot bearing (pattern bit) into
your handheld router. With its base rest-

STEP 3 Lay out and mark the opening
cutl ines inside the traced outl ine.
STEP 4 Drill a blade start hole, and use
your j igsaw to cut the opening.

ing on top of the guide boards, adjust
the router to cut t/e" into the tabletop.
STEP I Guiding the bit 's pi lot bearing
along the guide board's inside edges,
begin routing the recess. Make addi-
tional passes, lowering the bit each
time until you reach a depth of about
1/sz" gteatet than the thickness of the
insert plate.

1131q x 1131q"

Cutlines
Step 4

2u

1 /2u

Traced
outline

F-1- 103/4
1031q"

J thu
step 3

FRONT EDGE I
I

rt

Eru
o
-o
op

o

(f)

p
(U
o
-o
o
p
f

o
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F.H. wood screw

FENCE BRACKETS

3/q" groove 7a" deep
cut after assembly

Mark the diagonal cut and the location of
the t/+" hole on the top blank, where
shown on Drawing 3a. Bandsaw and
sand to the marked line, and drill the
hole. Separate the brackets.

Q Glue and clamp the fence brackets
U(K) to the fence (H/I), making sure
the brackets' edges are flush with the

Make a self-gauging
feather boad
Here's a quick way to set your
feather board to apply the proper
pressure. Trim the first feather t/e"
shorter than the others, where
shown on Drawing 4. When you
use your feather board, place this
short gauging feather on top of
your workpiece. Now, keeping the
other feathers parallel to the
router-table top, tighten the
mounting knob.

ts TEruCE EXPLODED VIEW

-..-..-..--------_-.
Mini-track
27t/z" long

GUARD

5"
7sz" shank hole, countersunk

3/a" from back edge

fence's face. Drill pilot and countersunk
shank holes through the brackets into the
fence, where shown. and drive in the
screws. With your dado blade adjusted to
the width of the mini-track, cut the dado
in the fence (K/FVK), where shown on
Drawing 3. Finish-sand the fence assem-
bly to 220 gnt.
yf Cut the vac port mounts (J) to the size
Tand shape shown on Drawing 3b. Dry-
position the mounts and check theirplace-
ment with your vac port. See the Buying
Guide for our vac port source. Glue and

4 TENTHER BOARDS & JAM BLOCKS

2t/2" vac porl

3/c" groove
g/e" deep
3/+" trom top edge

clamp the mounts in place. With the glue
dry, use the port to mark the mounting
screw locations. Drill screw pilot holes
and set the vac port aside.

Now, get your guard up
J Cut the guard base (L) to size. Sand
I the r/z" radii on the top corners, where

shown on Drawing 3c. To form the
mounting slots, drill eAz" holes where
shown, draw lines from hole to hole, and
scrollsaw along the lines. Finish-sand the
base to 220 grit.
f) Cut t/q" acrylic to size for the guard
LWn. Disc-sand Vz" radtr on the out-
side corners, where shown on Drawing 3.
Adhere the guard to the base with dou-
ble-faced tape, keeping the back edges
flush. Drill pilot and countersunk shank
holes through the guard (M) into the base
(L). Remove the guard, and set it aside.

Make the feather boards
I Select a straight-grained piece of 3/q" -
I thick maple. and cut at/+xZxI8" blank

for the feather boards. Using your table-
saw and miter gauge, trim 3C' angles on
both ends of the blank, where shown on
Drawing 4. Mark angled lines across the

p-13/+"-q
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t/q" hexhead bolt
1t/z" long

sAz" hanging hole

,Hl
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#8 x 11/z'  F.H.
wood screw

Plastic knob with
r/+" threaded insert

t/q" hexhead bolt 1t/2" long

blank's width, 2s/s" ftom each end, then
mark the feather boards' radius ends.
-) Install a regular (%" wide) blade in
lyour tablesaw and raise it 2" high.
Set the rip fence t/rc" from the blade.
With the long edge of the blank against
the fence, cut in to the marked line, then
carefully pull the board straight back
from the blade. A padded jointer push-
block works well for this operation. Flip
the board end for end and repeat. Reset
the fence at V+" and repeat the cut on
each end. Repeat cutting the feathers at
3/to" intervals up to l3/q" . With the fence
set at l3A",lower the blade to 1", and cut
the blank ro finished width.

QDrill thes/tz" hanging and slot-starting
\,lholes in the feather boards (N), where
shown on Drawing 4. Mark and scrollsaw
the slots, and bandsaw the rounded ends.
Finish-sand the feather boards to220 git.

1l Cut the jam blocks (O) to size and
-Tdrill 

the centered e/zz" holes. Finish-
sand them to 220 g.rit.
Note: The jam blocks are positioned
against the feather boards to prevent
them from pivoting when applying pres-
sure to a workpiece.

Apply a finish, and
install the hardware
-l Touch up the finish sanding where
I needed. Apply two coats of a pene-

wwuLwoodonline.com

trating oil finish to all the wood parts,
including the miter-gauge slot and the
insert-plate recess, following the instruc-
tions on the can. We used McCloskey
Tung Oil Finish. An oil finish is easier to
reapply after the finish is worn than paint
or vamish. It also seals the miter-gauge
slot and insert-plate recess without build-
ing up and interfering with the fit.
f) Hacksaw mini-track to the lengths of
lthetable ends and fence. You'il have
to drill and countersink new mounting
holes at the cut ends. Using the holes in
the mini-track as guides, drill pilot holes
into the table and fence, and screw the
track in place.

QMount the optional switch, where
\Jshown on Drawings 1 and la. See the
Buying Guide for the source of the safe-
ty power switch we used.

7f Screw the guard (M) to the guard
-tbase (L) with #8x1" brass flathead
wood screws. Attach the assembled
guard, feather boards, and jam blocks to
the fence and the fence to the table with
hexhead bolts, washers, and knobs, as
shown. See the Buying Guide for our
source ofbolts and knobs. Screw the vac
port to the mounts.

fi Screw the insert-plate leveling knobs
\,/into the locknuts. Sand the insert
plate's corners to match the corners of
the insert recess. See the following arti-
cle, "5 ways to get the most out of your
router table," for instructions on mount-
ing your router on the insert plate. tl

Written by Rayrnond L Wilberwih Charbs l. Hedlurd
Project design: Charles l. Hedlund
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography;
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1t/z x 1tl2" notches

How to add insert-plate levelerc to your table
Adjusting your router table's insert plate perfectly f lush with the top is as
easy as install ing locknuts in the corners of the plate's recess. Once you've
dril led counterbored holes to accept #10-24 nuts in all four corners, here's
how to proceed.

When the epoxy hardens, replace the 2"-long machine screw with a t/2"-
long one. For no-tool adjustment, use a knob with a t/2"-long threaded stud.
See the Buying Guide for our knob source.



ways to get the most out of your router table
hen you mount a router

on a table, you expand

your shop's potential. To help you

take advantage of this potential, we

assembled five router table tech-

niques guaranteed to make you a

better woodworker. You'll see that a

well-equipped router table not only

saves you time, it can save you

money by standing in for other tools.

Don't have a router table? Think

you don't have room for one? Take a

look at our plans for a handy bench-

top model in the article beginning on

page 44. It's easy to build and a

breeze to use.
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A'l(:riiljla'l(, m
et's say you want to make four
table legs with matching curves.

A table-mounted router and template
enable you to produce as many iden-
tical legs as you want.

Using t/+" hardboard or medium-
density fiberboard, make a template to
the shape you want. Use a bandsaw or
scrollsaw to cut close to the line, then
sand right up to it. Attach the template
to your stock with cloth-backed, dou-
ble-faced tape, orienting the grain for
best effect. Bandsaw within %" of the
template, all the way around.

Turning to your router table, you
have two choices for router bits-a
flush-trim bit and a pattern-cutting
bit. In some situations, you might
need both.

A flush-trim bit has a ball-bearing
pilot mounted at the tip. To use it,
place your workpiece on the table
with the template on rop. Adjust the
bit's height so the pilot runs on the
edge of the template.

on pattern-cutting bits, the pilot sits between the shank and the cutter.
Your template rests on the table.

Whichever bit you use, ease the workpiece into the bit until it contacts the
pilot, then move the piece from right to left, as shown above.lf you've left
more than t/c" of excess material in some spots, trim it to size with a couple
of shallow passes. Don't pause too long in any spot, or you'll burn the wood.

Double-check the surfaces you've just routed before you remove the tem-
plate. Sometimes another pass will smooth out a rough spot. Finally, slide a
putty knife blade between workpiece and template, pop them apart, remove
the tape, and you're done.

When you have a workpiece that's thicker than the cutting length of your bit,
use a pattern-cutting bit and a flush-trim bit in sequence, as shown in Steps 1,
2, and 3. Make one pass with the pattern-cutting bit, template side down.
Remove the template, then make another pass with the pilot bearing riding on
the surface you just machined. Finally, flip the workpiece over and use the
flush-trim bit, with the pilot bearing riding on the previously milled surface.

I
t

' 1

Cut the workpiece close to your tem-
plate with a bandsaw before going to
the router table. Trim bits are designed
to handle l ight cuts only.

Continued on page 54

HOW TO HANDLE EXTRA.THICK STOCK
Step 1

Pattern-cutting bit Pattern-cutting bit

www.woodonline.com 5 1
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STEP A: Your miter gauge, backed by a
stopblock, provides a sol id, square
guide as you push the end of a rai l  into
the spinning slot-cutt ing bit .

STEP B: Trim the biscuit ,  sl ip i t  into the
slot, then test the f i t  before gluing. l f  a
gap shows, take just a bit  more material
off  each end of the biscuit .

STEP C: Your setup remains the same
when you cut a biscuit  slot for a st i le.
This slot wi l l  match perfect ly the slot in
the prev ious ly  mi l led ra i l .

Sink your teeth int
iscLrit joiners are -great tools. but yor-r
also can do a lot of biscuit  joinerir

ri-ght on yollr roLlter table. All yor,r need
is a slot-cr-rt t ing bit  that rnatches the stan-
dard biscr"r i t  thickness of 7::" (see the
roLlter bit review on page J+) and a nritcr

-qaLl-se with an ar.rxiliary f-ence.
Every t ime yor-r set Lrp to rnake a joint.

center the cutter on the thickness of yor,rr
stock. and make a test cLlt to doLrble-
check. To further reduce the r isk of rnis-
ali-enment. rniu'k the firce of each compo-
nent. then keep that side Lrp.

Plun_uin-e a workpiece into a stiindard
slot-cr.rt t in-e bit  prodLrces a slot that 's
shorter than a standard biscuit .  You can
lengthen the slot by rnoving the work-
piece and niaking addit ional cuts.
However, i f  you're going to make only a
f 'ew joints. i t 's quicker and easier to
shorten the biscuits. Here's how to cut
slots for a rail-and-stile fian-re.

Use a steel rule to al ign the face of
yoLlr router table fence with the front of
the bit 's pi lot bearing. Place a piece of
maskin-e tape on the f'ence above the bit.
Then. Lrse a square and a pencil to mark
the center of the bit  on the tape. Now.
rnark the center of a rai l .  Hold the length
ol- the rai l  agairtst yoLrr nri ter gurge.
equipped with an auxi l iary fence that
nearly touches the router table f-ence, as
shown in Photo A. Al i_en the two center F
marks, and clarnp a stopblock on the Ll
roLrter table fence so it meets the back of
the miter-gauge f'ence. Usin-g the rniter--uau-ee f'ence as a support. plLrn_ue
the workpiece squarely into the bit .  Cut unti l  i t  contacts the bearing.

Mark a biscuit  at both ends. makin-s i t  sl ightly less thzin the slot len-uth.
Sl ice off t l ie ends with a bandsaw. Test the f i t .  as shown in Photo B. to
make sure that at least half  of the biscuit 's width sl icles into the slot.

To cut a rnatching slot on a st i le. lear e the rniter -gau_ge and stopblock in
place. Carefir l ly push the workprece into the cutter. as shown in Photo C.

You can cut a slot in the other encl of thc st i lc with the si ime setup. but
you have to f l ip the stock over. putt irr_g the face side down. I f  the slots are
perf-ectly centered in the stock's thickr-ress. that will work fine. Tl-re alternii-
t ive is to measure the distance fronr the center of the bit  to the rniter sal lge.
then clamp a stopblock at that same distance to the lef i  of the bit .  Renrove
the miter gaLlge and right-hand stop. then cut a slot at the opposite end of
the st i le. st i l l  keeping the face side up.

A A W O O D  m a g a z i n e  D e c e m b e r  2 0 0 1



Want to super-si
ometimes you need big dowels that
match the wood of your project, but

you can't find what you need at the
store. To help you out, here's a router
table technique that we've used for quilt
racks and for the handle on the patio
party center feanrred in issue 134.

You'll need a round-over bit with the
same radius as the dowel's radius. For
example, use a Vz" roand-over bit to
make a 1" dowel. Chuck the bit in the
router, and position the fence flush with
the pilot bearing. Put two pieces of
masking tape on the fence, one on either
side of the bit, and mark two points 3"
from the bit's center.

On the tablesaw, rip each dowel blank
to a square profile equal in thickness to
the desired diameter of the dowel.

Crosscut it 6" longer than the finished
dowel length.

Place your workpiece as shown in the
drawing above. Align the left end with the
left-hand fence mark, as shown in the
photo at ight hold the end firmly against
the fence, and begin routing any edge. Ease the workpiece into ttre bit, and
move the blank across the bit until the right end reaches the righrhand
mark. Repeat the procedure for each of the three remaining edges. The flat
surfaces left at each end not only prevent the blank from rotating, but also
keep your fingers at a safe distance from the bit.

urvwv.woodonline.com

We raised the guard for clarity in this
photo. Keep it low while you're making
dowels, to ensure that your fingers stay
well away from the router bit.

DOWEL.ROUTING SETUP

55
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Keep that miter in
[lere's a handy method for beefing up
I Ilong, mitered joints in jewelry
boxes and the like. You can make slots
for hidden splines with a straight bit, two
stopblocks, and a simple support block.

Set your /s" sfiaight bit to projectV+"
above the router table. Clamp an auxil-
iary fence to your router table fence, so
that your workpiece won't slide into the
bit-clearance notch. Set this fence the
same distance from the bit's center as the
thickness of your stock, or slightly far-
ther. In the drawing below, we're cutting
spline slots in Vz"-tlickpieces.

Miter-cut your box sides to length.
Take the two ends of the box. or the

front and the back, place them face-to-
face, align the edges, and join them with
cloth-backed, double-faced tape.

Bevel-rip a scrap piece at45" to make a support board. Hold the taped-
together assembly in the corner formed by the router table and fence, and use
it to place the support board parallel to the fence. Clamp both ends of the sup-
port board to the router table.

Now, mark the ends of the planned slot on the workpiece. Use those marks,
matched with the cutting edges of the bit, to set stopblocks on the fence to the
left and right of the bit.

Turn on the router, hold the workpiece firmly against the fence, and lower it
onto the spinning bit, as shown in the photo above. Keep the right side of the
workpiece against the right-hand stopblock. Carefully slide the workpiece
across the table to the left-hand stopblock, and raise it straight up the fence.

After cutting eight slots for a rectangular box, cut matching splines.
Hardboard and plywood work great for this, or you can cut splines from the
sirme wood used for the box. In that case, the grain of the splines should run
in the same direction as the sides, to avoid problems with wood movement.

56

Gutting a spline slot is simple with this
setup. Start at the right-hand stopblock,
lower the workpiece onto the support
guide, and slide it to the left stopblock.

PLINE SLOT SETUP
Fasten sides together .-
using double-faced tape.

WOOD magazine December 2001



Make your router
Vou can equip your table with a split

I fence for edge-jointing, or you can
take the low-tech route shown here. We
simply clamped a piece of plastic lami-
nate on the left-hand, outfeed end of the
fence. Use sandpaper to ease the edge
nearest the router bit, so it won't catch
your workpiece as the board slides past.
As seen in the photograph at righl we
used a steel rule to align the laminate
with the cutting edge of a straight bit
mounted in the router.

Set the bit high enough to trim the
entire edge of the board in one pass.
Then, furn on the router, and move the
board across the table from right to left.
You'll remove %e" with each pass, and
leave a perfectly straight, square edge.
Repeat the procedure with a second
board, and the two pieces can be glued
together without a gap anywhere. Jl

Written by Jim Pollock with Chades l. Hedlund
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

Place your laminate piece at the left-
hand edge of the bit-clearance notch in
the router table fence. The solid backing
will keep it from flexing.

Qlamp your insert-plate blank and a backer
board to your drill-press table, centered
under the bit of your holesaw. Drill slowly,
and you'll get a clean cut.

Set vour table with custom olates
Router iable work goes smoother and more safel'y when the hole in your
insert plate is only slightly larger than the diameter of the bit. You can buy
a plate with removable rings, which gets you close enough in most situa-
tions-or you can make a custom plate to match a bit exactly. Use Baltic
birch plywood for the least expensive plate, or choose polycarbonate for a
clear plastic plate. You can buy a 12x12" piece of /e" polycarbonate for
$15.99 from Woodcraft. Call 800/225-1153 to order part number 16LT2.

Place the insert plate faceup on a flat surface. Remove the subbase
from your router, and adhere it to the plate, faceup, with double-faced
tape. Be sure it's centered, and oriented so that your router will be conve-
nient to operate once it's mounted under the table. Select a drill bit the
same size as the holes in the subbase, and chuck it in your drill press.
using the holes in the subbase as guides, dri l l  matching holes through the
insert plate. Remove the subbase, and countersink the holes.

Now, attach the insert plate to your unplugged router and set it flat on
your workbench. Chuck a lq" drill bit in the router, and lower it until the bit
touches the insert plate. Turn the collet by hand to mark the centerpoint.

Remove the insert plate from the router. Chuck a holesaw or adjustable
circle cutter in your drill press to cut a center hole of the diameter needed,
as shown at left.
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Hide

drapery

hadware

with style

|\ window valance brings ele-

A gance to any room while per-
, lforming a valuable service-
hiding the rods and brackets that sup-
port curtains and blinds. Want a few
more pluses? A valance is simple to
make and you can customize it to your
home's interior with a clear finish and
paint, shown above, or paint and a wall-
paper border, shown at right. As an
additional enhancement, conceal light-
ing within the valance for indirect
accent illumination.
Note: If you are interested in adding a
light to your valance, see the section
"Lighten up! Illuminate your valance"
on page 60 for more information.

;?'w
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t
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Electrical wire from switch

\

Mitered end

A Add t/q" to the length of the front
-tpanel (A) for the length of the front
trim (E), and Vs" to the length of the end
panels (B) for the length of the end trim
(F). (The trim protrudes %" beyond the
panels at the ends and front.)

Now, cut your parts
-{ Cut the front panel (A), end panels
| (B), bottom (C), and back (D) ro the

widths listed in the Bill of Materials, or
determined by measuring, but make
them all about 1" longer than deter-
mined. Cut two pieces of stock for the
trim pieces (E, F) to the thickness and
width listed, but make them about 4"
longer than the total length for each of
the two trim sets (F, E, F).
Note: If your valance is longer than 96"
and you decide to use plywood to get the
required lengths for parts A, C, and D,
stagger the joints in the front, bottom, .
and back when assembling them. This
will avoid a weak spot in your valance.
f) Install a Vz" dado blade in your table-
Lru*,and adjust it to cut r/+';deep. Test
the cut on scrap to get the precise depth
and a snug fit on your Vz" plywood. Set
the rip fence 3t/2" from the blade. Mark

TRIM SECTION VIEW

/'/'" %'\ |
tJ*r/r',_-)Ef

SCTEW

\

al

ff.:
7"

l_
" shank hole

g.,A" #3 finish nail

)
J

Mitered ehd

Mitered ends

the top edges of A and B, then cut the
dadoes, where shown on Drawing 1,
keeping the tops next to the fence.

Q Using the same dado blade, reset the
Ljfence and dado the blanks for the
trim pieces (E, F), making the profile
shown on Drawing 1a. For safe and con-

#3 f inish nai l

I EXPIODED VIEW

Plan your installation
1 With your window drapery in place,
I measure its overall width at the rod. At

each end, add Vz" for the thickness of the
end panels and 1" for clearance. This is
the length of the front panel (A). Measure
the drapery's projection from the wall at
the rod. and add Vz" for the thickness of
the front panel plus 1" for clearance. This
is the length of the end panels (B).
Note: If your valance is less than 96"
long, you can use 1/2" plywood and not
worry about butt joints. If it is longer
than 96", consider using solid wood of
the required length to avoid a joint. If
you are painting or papering the
valance, birch plywood or poplar is a
good choice for parts A and B.
f) Subtract t/q" from the width deter-
lmtnea for the end panels (B) for the
width of the bottom (C), and t/2" fromthe
length determined for the front panel (A)
for the length of the bottom (C). (The
bottom fits into V+"-deep dadoes in the
front and ends.)

QFor the length of the back (D), sub-
l*/tract 1" from the length determined
for the front panel (A). (The bottom butts
against the ends.)
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bill of materials
Part

F I N I S H E D  S I Z E
T W L Matl.Qtv.

A- front panel V2' 7' t  B P 1
B. end panels 1/2' 7' t  B P 2
C- bottom Y2' t t  B P 1
D- back 1/z' 31h' t BP 1
E--front trim 1/z' Vt' 0 2
F**end trim Yzu Vt' 0 4
-Parts initially cut oversize.
**Parts cut from two long blanks.

tSee the instructions in the section "Plan your instal-
lation" for the lengths of these parts.

Materials Key: BP-birch plywood, O-oak.
Supplies: #10x2" panhead screws, #3 finish nails,
glue, clear finish, primer, paint, optional fluorescent
light fixture(s).



Your prcieets aren't
all flat, so why use

a flat sander?

Sands all shapes and contourc
Three rotating sanding discs wrap
and hug convex, flat and concave
surfaces like no flat sander can.

Let tho 3'D sander do the wod<
Requires very little pressure
to remove rust, paint and stain
from a variety of materials and
surface contours.

Precise fi nglertip conbol
The 3-D sander's compact
design fits comfortably in your
palm for one-hand operation.
Turn the dial to adjust sanding
speeds of 800 to 2600 rpm.

Available at Sears, Sears Hardware,
and the Craftsman Catalog

at 800-437-9686

sEAffif,s
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sistent results, fit your tablesaw with a
zero-clearance blade insert. and use
feather boards to hold the stock against
the fence and table while making the cut.
Feed the blank with a pushstick. Finish-
sand all the parts to 150 grit.

Assemble and paint
the valance
I Miter-cut parts A and B to the proper
llengths, then cut parts C and D to

length. Dry-assemble parts A, B, C, and
D to check the fit. Then glue, clamp, and
finish-nail the assembly together, as
shown on Drawing 1.
f)Miter-cut the trim (E, F) to fit the top
{-and bottom edges of.parts A and B.
Glue and clamp the trim in place. Drill
one mounting-screw shank hole through
the back (D) for every 2' of valance
length, where shown on Drawing 2.

QFill all the nail holes with wood
Ufiller. and sand them smooth. Finish-
sand the valance to 220 grit. Mask
around the trim, and give it two coats of
clear finish. With the finish dry, mask
the trim, and prime and paint the rest of
the valance, including the bottom interi-
or (where the curtains or blinds will
hang), the desired color.

Hanging the valance
{ From scrap, cut two spacer blocks
I wide enough to rest on the top win-

dow casing and clear the top of the drap-
ery by 1". Place them on the window
casing, temporarily holding them in
position with double-faced tape.
f)Position the valance, centered on the
Zwindow, with the bottom (C) resting

60

on the spacer blocks. Using the mount-
ing holes previously drilled as guides,
drill pilot holes into the window header,
as shown on Drawing 2. Drive the
screws, and remove the spacer blocks.

Lighten up!
llluminate your valance
Note: The fluorescent light fixtures we
used come in 24" and 48" lengths. When
planning the length of your valance,
make sure it accommodates some combi-
nation of these lengths.

I Have your electrician run a wire from
I your room's light switch to a point

that falls behind the valance's top com-
partment, close to one end. Leave a loop
of wire about 24" longhanging out of the
wall at this location.
f)Before painting or finishing, drill a
(-hole through the back (D) to accom-
modate the electrical wire. Paint the inte-
rior of the top compartment white. When
hanging the valance, pull the wire
through the hole before fastening the
valance to the wall.

Q Have your electrician install the fluo-
l-)rescent light fixture or fixtures. If

Light fixtures concealed in the valance
provide soothing indirect illumination.

your valance is longer than the total
length of the light fixtures, have them
installed to leave equal spaces at each
end and between fixtures. Q

Written by Rrymond L Wlber with Chades l. Hedlund
Project design: Gharles l. Hedlund
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography



Know what you need to protect your sight,
hearing, and lungs. We'll help you choose the

right gea6 keeping you on the cutting
edge of shop safety.
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Safety glasses that fit over
corrective eyeglasses

,ry'

ahop safety includes a whole lot
\more than leaving the guard in
\Jplace on your tablesaw. There's
your eyes, ears, and lungs to think about.
To protect these, select the right gear,
then make a habit of usine it.

lips that keep unshattered lenses from
being driven into your eyes under the
force of heavy impact. They also meet
the standards for pressure and impact
that regular frames do not. And for com-
plete protection, all industrial safety
glasses should have side shields.

You'll find, though, some contempo-
rary styles of one-piece, wraparound
safety glasses that might not carry the
ANSI 287 .I imprint or the initials of the
maker. They may meet or exceed the
standard, but due to their one-piece con-
struction, they don't comply with
ANSI' s lens-and-frame stipulations.

Your eyes determine your
eyewear options
Depending on your eyesight, you have
several options in safety eyewear. If you
don't require corrective lenses (or wear
contact lenses), you rnay select prefabri-
cated safety glasses with clear lenses in
place, safety frames in which safety
lenses are inserted, or goggles.
(There's also a combination eye-
glass/goggle available.) If you
have to wear corrective lenses
while woodworking, you can
don prefabricated safety
glasses or goggles over
your normal eyewear; use
a flip-up face shield; or
have prescription
safety glasses made.

How much does
ANSI-compliant
eyewear cost?
Not much.
consider ing
what you're \
p r o t e c t i n g .
You can buy a
pair of prefabri-
cated 287 -level '\

Antifog
coating

safety glasses for as little
as $5 or as much as $30
(lens quality gets better
as the price goes up).
Goggles run from
about $8 to $20; face
shields, $15 to $20.
The cost of prescrip-
tion safety glasses
varies with the fash-
ion and quality of the
frame. as it does with
regular corrective
lenses.

With safety glasses,
always check (or ask) for ones with
scratch-resistant lenses. And to prevent
them from fogging when you're wearing
a dust mask, have them treated with an
antifog coating. Many companies offer
permanent antifog coating on nonpre-
scription safety glasses.

t
I

f\,

t

Donnt let hindsight
become blind siqhstgiqht
All safety eyewear must be officially
approved. That approval comes from the
American National Standards Institute
(ANSI), a voluntary organization that
looks after the development of standards
used in business, industry, government,
and educational institutions. ANSI wrote
the standard for safety eyewear for the
industrial workplace, but your workshop
differs only in size. The possible hazards
to your eyes, such as flying chips of
metal or wood, dust, or contact with
harmful liquids, remain the same.

ANSI sets the standard
for protection
All quality protective eyewear, includ-
ing face shields, complies with ANSI
standard 287.1 (of 1989) will have that
letter and numbers stamped or molded
into the frame or shield. Lenses (usually
of hard polycarbonate) that comply will
bear the manufacturer's initials (AO for
American Optical, X for UVEX, etc.)
somewhere out of the line of sight. Any
manufactured protective eyewear you
consider purchasing should bear both
inscriptions.

What does the ANSI standard mean to
you? For one thing, the frames and lens-
es work together for protection.
Industrial safety glasses have lenses that
withstand nearly four times the impact
of regular impact-resistant lenses.
Compliant frames have inner retention

www.woodonline.com

Flip-up
face shield
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h e a l t h y  w o o d w o r k i n q

You sayyoutve
lost your hearing?
If there is one thing to remember from
reading this, it's that hearing loss is
cumulative and permanent. Hearing pro-
tection can't restore what you've already
lost, but it can halt further deterioration.

If you value your hearing, you'll want
to wear ear protection for any noise over
85 decibels (dB), and for very loud
noise, such as that made by a chain saw.

you'll need added protection, such
as earplugs under earmuffs. (See

the chart, opposite page, for
tool loudness ratings.)
Permanent damage to your
hearing ability can result
from exposure to over
100 dB for two hours or

Foam even less.
earPfugs Note: The decibel scale by

which sound is measured happens to be
logarithmic, not linear. As demonstrated
in the chart, below right, that means that
a 100 dB noise is I0 times as loud as a
90 dBnoise. And 90 dB is I0 times as
loud as B0 dB.

In industry, the federal Occupational
Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) helps reduce noise at its source
by doing site-specific studies and giving
recommendations to manufacturers for
quieting operations. You can do a simi-
lar thing in your home shop by purchas-
ing low-noise power tools and equip-
ment. WOOb magazine' s tool compar-
ison tests usually provide noise ratings
when applicable.

Even with quieter tools, though, you'll
still need hearing protection when noise
exceeds dangerous exposure levels, such
as when you're routing. So how much do
you need?

You first must under-
stand how hearing pro-
tection is rated.
Manufacturers of hear-

ing protectors assign
each of their products a
laboratory-based Noise
Reduction Rating
(NRR), and by law, it
must be shown on the
label of each hearing pro-
tector sold.
The NRR supposedly equals
the drop in decibels (attenuation)
provided by the device. For example, an
NRR of 20 would reduce a 100 dB noise
to an audible 80 dB. In the real world of
your shop, however, the actual NRR
proves to be somewhat less. That's why
you should select hearing protection
with an NRR of at least 25.

The best pnotection is
what you'll wear
According to a 1997 study by the
National Institute of Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH), laboratory
data show that earmuffs provide the
highest real-world noise attenuation val-
ues, followed by foam earplugs.
However, other data from OSHA and
industrial sources, such as 3M, find that
properly fitted foam or flexible plastic
earplugs offer the greatest protection-
from an NRR rating of about 29 to 33.
NIOSH, more generally.speaking, states
that "the best hearing protector is the one
that the worker will wear."

Basically, you'll find three types of
hearing protectors. Foam earplugs that
mold to fit your ear canal offer the high-
est NRR and cost the least (about 15
cents a pair). Band plugs, similar to
foam ones but made of flexible plastic
and joined with a head/neck band, come
next, and cost a bit more. Earmuffs, usu-

ally with the lowest NRR (17-23),
have prices around $15. Top-of-

the-line models can have an NRR
as high as 29, but cost as much

as $25 a pair.

What happens
when hearing
protection fails
Researchers at 3M, which
manufactures several styles
of hearing protectors, have

studied why hearing protec-

in the industrial
workplace. Some of their findings fol-
low:
. Improper sizing and insenion The
wearer tends to fit plugs too loosely,
even though they're available in various
sizes. If fit too tightly, they are a dis-
comfort and the wearer removes them.
Also, a person can have different size ear
canals, so each must be sized separately.
. Incompatibility with other protective
equipment. Earmuffs often don't seal
properly over safety glasses. Long hair
also interferes.
. Poor communication. Hearrng protec-
tion tends to attenuate high pitches, typ-
ical of voices. Wearers loosen, alter, or
remove protectors to hear others.

Band
plugs

How to 'rlooktt

at Noise
Intensity comparisons with NIOSH

recommended permissible
exposure time.

Note: For every 3dB
the noise energy doubles.
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Tools &Tasks

o Wear and tear. Seals wear down on
muffs. Foam plugs become less flexible
and unable to properly mold to the ear
canal. Premolded plugs shrink. Ear wax
and perspiration also build up on them.
Earplugs should be checked frequently
and pushed in. Even chewing gum can
shift them out of position.

Finally, here's a test to see if earplugs
fit properly: After inserting the plugs,
cup your hands over your ears, then take
them away. If you hear a difference,
they're not being worn correctly.
Remove them, refit, then try again. And
don't forget to wash them in mild soap
and water after a few wearings.

Dust can take your
brcath away
Exposure to wood dust in excess of five
milligrams per cubic meter of air is haz-
ardous to your health, says OSHA. It's
even more so from western red cedar.
Because that very common wood has
been linked to respiratory problems,
OSHA limits its dust to 2.5 milligrams
per cubic meter.
How much is five milligrams? It's actu-

ally less than two ten-thousandths of an
ounce. (A dime
weighs eight-
hundredths of

polyester mask with two elastic bands
and an exhaust port. Although they're
still disposable, they're NIOSH
approved and can cost around $2 apiece.
Costlier variations of these are washable
for years of wear.

For prolonged exposure to fine dust,
mist, and dangerous fumes you'll need
an air-purifying respirator with change-
able filters that remove specific,
unhealthy contaminants from ambient
air. These half masks, because they're
made of rubber or silicone, are flexible
to fit your facial contours. Several straps
ensure a tight fit. This type of protection

an ounce!) So according to OSHA stan- can run you $30 or more. And you'll
dards, a woodshop measuring 15x30' have a choice of filters, depending on the
with a l0'ceiling would reach the expo- kind of protection needed.
sure limit when there are two-hundredths High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA)
of an ounce of wood dust in the air. filters are 99.97Vo efficient in removing
Granted, that's not much dust. But particles of 0.3 micrometer in diameter.
OSHA cares about it because exposure A set of them may cost as much as the
to wood dust has been associated with a respirator itself. NIOSH (standard 42
variety of adverse health effects that CFR84) designates them as follows:
include dermatitis, nonallergenic and . N100, not resistant to oil particulates;
mucosal respiratory effects, allergic res- . R100, resistant to oil particulates;
piratory ailments, as well as cancer. You . P100, oilproof.
and your home shop don't fall under Here's a tip concerning air-purifying
OSHA's scrutiny, but for your own well- respirators: Never simply store one on a
being, you'll want to do all that you can shelf. Keep it in a sealed plastic bag; oth-
to cut down your exposure to dust. erwise it will filter the ambient air and

what to do wh_en yeu .'T"'T,ltf 
;$fiJJ;ilii,*ii'""0

cantt colleCt all of it cover the air outlet with one hand. Then
The highest degree of dust control con- blow gently. Anywhere your other hand
sists of a three-pronged approach. Of can feel air escaping around the mask is
primary importance is the installation of where it will leak when you inhale, so
a dust-collection system that captures it readjust for fit. I
at the source. The second prong is an air- Dust mask with
filtration system that pulls out air-borne ,,ilffir exhaust port

:"r"ffiiH:.H:i: 
as)ourrirstrineM' 

eH. 
,*

Protection for your respiratory system
has two categories: nuisance protec-

tion masks and respirators.
For occasional light sanding

that won't generate heavy dust,
you can opt for the common
paper throwaways with the
single elastic band and the
metal nose clip. These nui-

sance masks run about 30
cents each. The next step
up is the woven cloth or

Note:ALl equipment shown in
this article was provided by
Woodcraft. For more information on
these products call 800/225-1153.

Written by Peter J. Stephano
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

Respirator with
changeable
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t/a" rabbet /t" deep

rcIWE]s
z4 grooves W----'
r/a" deeg t--.A

II EXPIODED VIEW

3tl2" radius

t/2" rabbettA" deep
along back edgeO

t/e" rabbet
/a" deep

t/a" round-overs

*)ru

larched-tocloc
s soon as we opened the shipping
box containing this contest
entrant, we knew we were look-

ing at something many of you would be
interested in building. It was unique,
well-detailed, and a real eye grabber. So,
we obtained the design rights, tweaked a
few of its proportions and consffuction
details to better suite your needs, and
asked staff designer/builder Kevin Boyle
to construct another one. Now, without
taking any more of your time, here's
how to build one just like it.

Make the blanks for the
staves and sides
Note: To get the appearance of continu-
ous grain up the sides of the clock and
over the arch, we cut all the pieces in
sequence from a single board, as shown
on the Cutting Diagram. Photo A shows
the sides and staves lined up in their
original position after we cut the 22y2"
angle at each end ofthe staves.

Gutting all of the sides and staves from
a single length of lumber will ensure
consistent color and continuous grain in
the completed clock.

unrw.woodonline.com

/+" groove
l+" deep

fi,?Xotxl'*"' 
-qry

I Starting with a piece of l/+"-thick stavefull-sizepattern.Usingsprayadhe-
I mahogany that's at least 40" long, sive, adhere a pattern to the front edge of

face joint and plane it to tla"-ttrick to each stave blank.
flatten both sides, and rip it to 5" wide. A To cut the 22V2" ends of the staves

lSquare one end of the board, and T(g), attachastopblocktoyourmiter-
4-crosscut one side (A) to the length saw, and cut the same end on each block.
listed in the Bill of Materials. Mark a'3!" After repositioning the stopblock and
on the lower end of this part, and draw an blade, make all of the other end cuts.
alrow pointing to the face that will be (Refening to Photo B, set your bis-
inside the completed clock. Crosscut u,lcuit joiner's fence to 22V2o, and
four blanlrs 3zAa" Iong for the staves (B), adjust the cutter so that the #20 slot will
numbering them in sequence on the be centered in the final thickness of the
inside face. Cut the other side (A) to stave (B). (This centerline is shown on
length, and mark its lower end "2" with each end of the full-size pattern.) Make
an flrow pointing to its inside face. certain that you center the slot side-to-

QReferringtotheWOODPATTERNSa side, and cut a slot into both ends of
\*,linsert, make four photocopies of the each stave.
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a r c  h - t o p o e d  c a b i n e t  c l o c k

# 8 x 1 1 / + " F . H .
wood screw

3/ax2 x  5"  s tock

#8 x  2"  F.H.
wood screw

Cl""t\

Genter and cut the #20 biscuit slot into
the end of each stave.

Thickness-plane the two sides (A) to
3/+", removing stock from both sur-

faces. Adjust your biscuit joiner, and cut
a #20 slot into the top end of each side
(A), centering the slot in the thickness
and width of the stock.

Assemble the staved top,
and add the sides

Build the jig in Drawing 2, using
medium-density fiberboard or ply-

wood. Referring to Photo C, do a dry
assembly (no glue) to check the fit of the
staves. Apply the glue to the biscuits,
flush the ends of the staves, and use just
enough clamping pressure to close the
joints firmly.

With your bandsaw, cut slightly to
the waste side of each line on the

stave assembly. We installed a new
Vqx.025"x6 tpi (teeth per inch) hook-
tooth blade, and checked that the blade
was square to the table.

Next, using S0-grit sandpaper, sand
the arch to the line, leaving a smooth

curve that's 34" thick. Although you
could sand the arch by hand, you can
easily make the custom sanding drum
shown in the Great Ideas From Your
Shop article on page 42.

Do a dry assembly to check the fit of
the sides (A) against the arched top

assembly (B). Referring to Photo D, cut
two 5x6Vz" scrapwood spacers to hold
the sides parallel when you snug up the
band clamps. After the glue dries, sand
the arch-to-side joints smooth.

Note the location of the grooves cut
. 3/8" from the front and /+" from the

rear inner perimeter of the arch/side
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rfTop-ASSEMBLY Jtc

To use this j ig, clamp this -
upright in your bench vise.

t/e" rabbet t/q" deep

B SIOE SECTION

6114a

Glue f i l ler str ip@ into the groove.

%" round-overs alono front and ends

I
Slightly sand edges. Position teet t/q" f rom front edge and ends.

A trick to keep things straight
ldeally, the ends of the stave assem-
bly that join to the sides should come
out of the clamping jig flat and per-
fectly aligned with each other. lf not,
the sides won't be vertical and paral-
lel. lf the ends of the staves require
adjustment, spray-glue a sheet of 80-
grit sandpaper onto a flat surface, and
rub the ends of the stave assembly on
the sandpaper to flatten them. Check
your progress by putting the stave
assembly on a flat reference surface,
such as your saw table, and look for
gaps that allow light to pass between
the wood and the table.

b-

3/qxG x 16" stock
3/cx5 x 16" stock

WOOD magazine December 2001



bill of materials
F I N I S H E D  S I Z E
T W L Matl.Qtv.

A sides Vq' 5u 111/4' M 2

B* staves lt/au 5u 3Vrs" M 4

C front Vcu 6Vc' 7u M 1

D fronttrim /4' 7/a' 6Y2' M 1

E back Y4u 7' 14{c' HP 1

F liller strips Y4u 1/tn 8u M 2

G base /z' 51/c' 8Y2' M 1

H drawer guides 1/tn 1/c' 3Y4' M 8

I feet t/2' 1Vc' 1{q' M 4

J drawer frontsibacks 7e" 1z/a' 6Vs M 8

K drawer sides Va' 17/e" 35/Bu M I

L drawer bottoms Y4' Ss/a' 6" HP 4
- The dimensions given are for the stave blanks, The
parts are shaped after assembly.

Materials Key: M-mahogany, HP-hardwood plywood.

Supplies: #8x1t/c" flathead wood screws, AA battery,
#20 biscuits, t/+" hardboard, spray adhesive, glue,
stain, clear finish.

Buying Guide

Brass knobs no. 39499, $1.45 each (4); Szlo"-diame-
ter press-in clock movement no. 15343, $11,95,
Order from Klockit, P0 Box 636, Lake Geneva, Wl
53147, or call 880/556-2548, or go to
www.klockit.com.

When clamping the staved top, apply
the clamps symmetrically, and use just
enough muscle to close the joints.

assembly (A/B) in Drawing 3. Cut these
grooves with a Vc"-wide 3-wing slot cut-
ter chucked into your table-mounted
router. (Our bit uses a bearing under the
cutter to limit the depth of cut to V+", as
shown in Photo E.)

, Chuck a rabbeting bit into your table-
mounted router, and cut the V8"

rabbet, V+" deep along the front edge of
the case assembly.

The case grows
as you add the front,
back, and base
.,' From 3/q"-thick mahogany, cut a

blank 63/+x7" for the front (C).
Referring to Drawing 4, lay out the

A pair of band clamps snugs the staved
top to the sides while the scrapwood
spacers keep the sides parallel.

radius at the top of this part and the 3V8"-
diameter hole for the clock movement.
Referring to Photo F, use a circle cutter
in your drill press to cut the hole in the
front (C). Bandsaw and sand the upper
radius of the front to the layout line.
Note: If you use a movement dffirent
from the one specified in the Buying
Guide, it may require a dffirent hole.

Chuck a rabbeting bit into your table-
,. mounted router, and rout the r/2" rab-

bet,Vt" deep where shown on Drawing 4.
,'', Referring to the Bill of Materials, cut
.. 'a piece of mahogany to size for the
front trim (D). Using a %" round-over
bit in your table-mounted router, rout
along the top and bottom front edges of

Rout the grooves with a slot cutter by
moving the top/side assembly in a
counter-clockwise direction.

the front trim, forming the profile shown
in Drawing 3. Glue the front trim to the
lower edge of the front, flushing the
back edges of these parts and centering
the front trim end-to-end.
,,, Referring to the Bill of Materials and
' 'Drawing 1, cut the back (E) to shape

from Vq"-thick plywood. Test-fit the
back into the groove of the top/sides
assembly (A/B), making sure that the
lower end of the back is flush with the
bottom ends of the sides (A). You don't
need to glue this part into position.

%x3t /z  x  12"  Mahogany

t/zx7tA x 48" Mahogany *Plane or resaw to thickness listed in the Bill of Materials.

www.woodonline.com

11/cx51/z x 48" Mahogany

lq x 12 x 24" Hardwood plywood
s/qx7Ya x l2" Mahogany
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For safety, run the circle cutter at the
slowest speed on your drill press, and
use a fence and stopblock to secure
the blank.

Slide the front assembly (CiD) into
the groove in the case assembly.

Referring to the Bill of Materials, rip and
crosscut the filler strips (F), and glue
them where shown on Drawing 3.

Cut the base (G) to the size listed.
Chuck a %" round-over bit in your

table-mounted router. and rout round-

overs along the top and bottom of both
ends and the front edge. To prevent
tearout, rout the ends first, then rout the
front edge.

Referring to Drawing 1, drill the sAz"

countersunk shank holes through the
base (G) where dimensioned. Lay the

r$ /\
A simple jig made by cutting dadoes in a scrap of MDF allows you to glue four draw-
er guides inside the clock case at one time and in perfect alignment.
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ZI rnorur
t/2" rabbel t/q" deep on back face

3tls"-dia. hole

case assembly on its back on your work-
bench, and center the base side-to-side
against it. Using the holes in the base as
guides, dillT/oq" pilot holes %" deep into
the bottom ends of the sides (A). Drive
the #9xlVq" flathead wood screws
through the base into the sides.

Cut the drawer guides (H) to size.
For safety, we used a zero-clearance

tablesaw insert and a pushblock when
cutting the narrow strips.

Make the drawer-guide jig shown in
Drawing 5. Mark an arrow on each

edge pointing to the top of the jig so you
don't accidentally use it upside down.
Referring to Photo G, load the jig with
four drawer guides (H), and lightly coat
their open edge with glue. Flush the
lower end of the jig against the base (G)
inside the clock case, and clamp the jig
into position against the side (A). Let the

//1.^
---'l I

4( l
4tl

2t3/ta"l I

)rl-lr
1

DRAWER-GUIDE JIG

3/+ X 43/a X 713/ta" StOCk

Draw arrow
to top
end of  j ig .

tZ" dadoes
s/0" dgep
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glue dry for a couple of hours, then
repeat the process on the other side.

Rip the feet (I) to size. To safely
rout the ends and edges of the feet,

create a zero-clearance surface on your
router table. To do this, chuck a Vz"
roundnose bit into your table-mounted
router, and raise the bit above the table.
Referring to Drawing 6, position the
fence so that it just touches the bit's
cutting edge. Lower the bit below the
surface of the table, and put a 12" square
of Vq" hardboard over the router table's
opening. To keep the hardboard flat to
the table, secure it with a couple of
pieces of double-faced tape. Turn on
your router, and slowly raise the running

bit through the hardboard until Vto" pro-
jects above its surface, as shown in
Drawing 6. Rout the profile along the
ends and edges of each foot (I).

Sand a slight curve along the upper
and lower perimeters of the feet,

where shown in Drawing 3. Glue the
feet to the base (G), positioning them
flush with the back edge of the base, and
V+" ftom its front edee and ends.

Gear up for
drawer production

Cut the drawer fronts/backs (J) and
the drawer sides (K) to size. Put a3/e"

dado blade into your tablesaw, and
attach a scrapwood face to your saw's rip
fence. Slide the fence until it just touch-
es the blade, and lock it in place. Adjust
the blade for 3/ro" depth-of-cut, and cut
the rabbets into the drawer fronts/backs
(J), where shown on Drawing 7.

Put a Vq" dado blade into your table-
saw, adjust your fence, and cut the

grooves into the lower inner faces of the
drawer fronts/backs (J) and the drawer
sides (K) where shown on Drawing 7.

Cut the drawer bottoms (L) to size.
Dry-assemble the drawers to check

the fit of the parts. Glue and clamp the
drawer assemblies, and check that they
sit flat and are square.

To cut the stopped grooves into the
drawer sides, chuck a r/+" straight bit

into your table-mounted router. and set it

Carefully centering the bit in the draw-
er's side, rout grooves into both sides
with this one setup.

for a /q" -deep cut. Position your router-
table fence so that the bit is exactly cen-
tered in the width of the drawer side (K).
Test your setup with scrap that is the same
width as your drawer sides. Referring to
Photo H, clamp a stopblock to the fence
on the left side of the bit to stop the
groove at35Ad" long. After you groove the
flrst side of each drawer, turn the drawer
over, and push it up to the stopblock to cut
the groove into the other side.

Test-fit each drawer, and sand the
drawer guides, if necessary, to get a

smooth-sliding fit. Drill the pilot holes
for the knobs, centered top-to-bottom
and side-to-side in each drawer front (J).

The finish is fast
and easy

If desired, stain the mahogany to
slightly darken it. (We used Antique

Cherry stain from General Finishes. To
find a dealer, call 800/783-6050, or go to
www. generalfinishes. com)

With the stain dry, spray on two
coats of aerosol semigloss Deft Clear

Wood Finish. Between coats, lightly
sand with 220-grit sandpaper, and
remove the dust with a tack cloth.

After the finish dries. attach the knobs.
Rub a little paraffin wax on the

drawer guides to ease the sliding of the
drawers. Install the battery in the clock
movement, and press it into place. tF

Written by Robert J. Settich with Kevin Boyle
Project design: Larry Cardingley; Kevin Boyle
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

35/a't/q" gloove -olro" deep
1/q" lrom bottom edge

t/q" groove t/q" deep,
centered top to bottom

)
13/1a"

4

3sAa

I
17/a"

s/a" rabbel
s/0" deep

- \

)
7e" brass knob, centered

63/a'
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II EXPUODED VIEW

Front-facing deer uses
two wide legs.

Antlers

EINSSCMBLED

Note: Rear-facing deer uses one wide
leg and one narrow leg.

Transfer the patterns,
and cut out the deer
J Using carbon paper or photocopies of
I the patterns and spray adhesive,

transfer the full-size body patterns on the
WOODPATTERNSo insert to poster-
board. Cut the patterns to shape to form
templates. (If you're making just a set or
two of reindeer, skip the templates and
transfer the full-size patterns directly
onto %" stock.)
f)Use the templates to trace the pat-
4-terns onto %" stock. (See the Buying
Guide below for our source of void-free
birch plywood.)

QCut the pieces (we used a scrollsaw
\,land a #4 blade -.033x.014"- with 15
teeth per inch; you also could use a band-
saw equipped with a V8" blade). When
cutting the notches in the parts, remem-

ber that the notch width needs to be the
same as the thickness of the stock.

Sand, assemble, and
spray-that's it!
I Scrollsawing or bandsawing the
I tabletop figures causes the plywood

edges to "fuzz up" slightly. Left unsand-
ed, the fuzz becomes more noticeable
after spray painting. So, lightly hand-
sand the edges and surfaces smooth with
220-gnt sandpaper.

lAssemble each deer. We used a drop
C-of instant glue at each joint to hold
the pieces together.

QSpray on several light coats of gold
\-/gloss enamel. To avoid runs, apply
light coats rather than nrying to paint the
deer with a heavy coat or two. We used
Rust-Oleum American Accents #7954

Metallic Gold. If the painted surfaces get
a bit rough, sand lightly with 320-grit
sandpaper before applying the final coat
of spray paint.i

Project design: @ Meredith Gorporation/Lee
Gatzke
Photograph: Baldwin Photography
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

Buying Guide
Void-free t/ax1A30' birch plywood. Two pieces (enough for five deer) for $10.95 ppd., live pieces (enough for
12 deer) tor $18,95 ppd. Heritage Building Specialties, 205 North Cascade, Fergus Falls, MN 56537. Call
8001524-4184 to order.

Plan for 52" Pair. Woodworking plan with full-size patterns lor the yard-size, 52"-tall, yard-sized pair, order plan
no,0FS-1068, Send $13,95 ppd. to W00D PLANS, P.0. Box 349, Dept, WD1201, Kalona, lA 52247, calltoll
free 888/636-4478, or see our full line of woodworking plans at http//woodstore.woodmall.com
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bedroom storage never looked better

he final installment of our maple-
and-cherry bedroom ensemble,
this chest of drawers, along with

its matching miror, provides a stunning
conclusion to the set that began with the
sleigh bed featured in issue 135. Its com-
bination of raised-panel drawer fronts and
confiasting woods makes it a good fit in
any setting<ontemporary or naditional.
Note: In addition to ease ,of assembly, the
biscuit-joiner construction of this project
malces finishing a breeze. We finish-sanded
the parts before gluing up the various sub-
assemblies, applied the finish, then glued
up the firnl carcase. To further speed con-
struction, we banded 96"-long plywood
panels, then crosscut the carcose parts

from these prebanded panels.

Shape the
flared legs
I Laminate two VcxIt/qx3ztA
I pieces of hardboard to make

a Vz"-tlick template blank for
the legs (A). Joint one edge.
Make a copy of the leg pattern
from the WOOD PATTERNSa
insert. Use spray adhesive to
adhere the pattern to the blank,
aligning the pattern with the
hardboard's jointed edge as
indicated. Saw and sand the
template to the pattern line.

{)Prepare nvo lvzx4t/x39"
4-blanks for the legs (A).
(We planed down 17+" stock.
You can also laminate the
blanks from 3/q" stock.) Joint

both edges, then use the template to trace
the leg outlines on the blanks, aligntng
the template's and the blanks' jointed
edges. To conserve lumber, nest the
parts, as shown on the Cutting Diagram.
Bandsaw the legs from the blanks keep-
ing close to the paftern lines. Clean up
the legs' bandsawn edges with a drum
sander chucked into your drill press. We
built the simple pattern-sanding jig
shown in issue 136, page 20, for this
task, using double-faced tape to adhere
the template to each leg.

Qwith the legs complete, arrange them
l*/for the best appearance and mark
their locations, front and back, left and
righr Finish-sand the legs to 220 git.

el ht-drclwer

In case
you missed
the rest of
the set...

Interested in building
the entire ensemble?
You can order back
issues with complete
plans for $6.95 each.
Call 800/346-9663
and ask for the
following issues:
135 (sleigh bed),
136 (nightstand),
137 (armoire).
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Make the carcase parts,
and glue up assemblies

Cut two 3/qxl57/ax27V+" maple ply-
wood blanks for the side panels (B).

Finish-sand the outside faces.
Resaw in half a z/qx4/2x34" maple

,board and plane the two pieces down
to Vq". From this stock cut two 2x153/c"
blanks for the upper side rails (C), and
two 3Vzxl53/q" blanks for the lower side
rails (D). To avoid a tricky cleanup task
when gluing the rails onto the side pan-
els, cut Vt" -deep saw kerfs t/e" from the
edges of the rails, as shown on Drawing
la. Glue applied to the surface between
the grooves squeezes into the grooves
instead of oozing onto the panels. Finish-
sand the pieces.

Glue and clamp the rails to the pan-
els, where shown on Drawing 1, cen-

tering the rails on the panels. The rails'
ends fall t/r0" short of the oversize pan-
els' edges. This keeps the rails from
interfering with the cut when the panel
assemblies are trimmed to final size.

,: With the glue dry, cut the side panel
assemblies (B/C/D) to the width list-

ed in the Bill of Materials for part B,
trimming both edges. Cutting panels and

*For flush edges,
tr im panelto
15" wide after
applying trim@ and@.

#20 biscuit

rails together ensures straight, flush
edges and crisp, tight glue joints between
the panels and the legs.
, Adjust your biscuit joiner to cut a slot
' ,..'centered in the thickness of yolur 3/+"
plywood. Plunge the biscuit slots in the
legs and the mating edges of the side
panel assemblies, where dimensioned on
Drawing 1. Index your biscuit joiner on
the inside surfaces of the legs and panels.
Apply glue, insert biscuits, and clamp
the legs to the sides.

I 
'Rip a full sheetof 3/q" maple plywood

i. ,into three l5t/sx96" panels for car-
case parts E through J, and cut a fourth
l5t/ax6l" panel from another sheet for
the carcase bottom (K). From solid
maple, cut three pieces s/qxlv2x96" for
the edge bands (L) and two lqxlVzx6l"
blanks for the carcase rails (M).

Pair up each of the three 96"-long
' plywood panels with a 96"-long edge

band. Mark biscuit locations at lFl2"
intervals along the mating edges. Plunge
the biscuit slots, and glue, biscuit, and
clamp the bands to the panels, as shown
in Photo A. With the glue dry, trim one
end of each paneVband assembly. Now
cut carcase parts E through J in the order

#20 biscuits

Clamp the panel/band assemblies, band-
to-band, in pairs.

shown on the Cutting Diagram to the
lengths listed in the Bill of Materials.
Note: Cut two scrapwood spacers to the
same dimensions as the center divider
(I). Set them aside to use when assem-
bling the carcase.
'.,.,: Mark biscuit locations along the mat-

.'ing edges of the carcase bottom
blank (K) and the carcase rail blanks (M)
where shown on Drawing 2. Plunge bis-
cuit slots, and glue, biscuit, and clamp
the assembly. With the glue dry, cut the
carcase bottom to finished length, trim-
ming both ends.
, ':Mark the biscuit locations on the ends' 

of the banded carcase parts F through
J, where shown on Drawing 2. Plunge the
slots. Mark the biscuit locations on the
surfaces of the banded carcase parts E, F,
G, and K. Plunge the end rows of slots in
the carcase top (E/L) and bottom (KA4),
indexing your biscuit joiner on the pan-
els' ends. To guide your biscuit joiner
when plunging the other slots, clamp a
straightedge to the panel. (See the shop
tip opposire.) Offset the straightedge so
the biscuit slots fall on the location cen-
terline. Finish-sand the panels to 220 git.
'iii .1 Lay out and drill the counterbored
i i'.,-,r' screw shank holes and slots in the

carcase top (E/L), where shown on
Drawing 2. To form the slots' counter-
bores, drill %0"-deep holes with your %"
Forstner bit, and chisel out the center,
where shown on Drawing 2a. Then drill
overlapping shank holes to form the slot.
'"1",i Edge-join stock to form a blank for
., the top (N) about 1" longer and

wider than the size listed. With the glue
dry, trim the blank to size. Rout a %"
round-over on the top's ends, then the
front edge, where shown on Drawing 3.
Finish-sand the top.

1/qu27

0

t
2"

I

ft---
! *157/8'. slots

0
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Slotted hole
(See Drawing 2a.) 6o'-115

17s/a'

s/sz" hole with a
tZ" counterbore
s/0" deep on bottom side,
3/q" trom front edge

#20 biscuit slots

152/e'

O O

14te/ra"

14134a

581/2"

1534a

u|CNNCASE

Finish the assemblies,
then glue up the carcase

Mask off the mating ends, edges, and
surfaces that receive glue. Do not fin-

ish the inside faces of the side panels (B)
or the outside faces of the carcase sides
(F/L). Apply a coat of gloss
polyurethane to all other parts. With the
finish dry, sand lightly with 220-gnt
sandpaper. Remove the dust and apply a
coat of satin polyurethane. With the fin-
ish dry, remove the masking tape.

Place the carcase top @n-) bottom
side up on your workbench. Raise it

with blocking thick enough to make
room for your clamp heads, as shown in
Photo B. Using white glue to extend

14ts/ta"

S

11/z

Offset biscuit slots on top
and bottom of panel where
the dividers align vertical

17s/a"

#20 biscuit

Production biscuit joining
Use a simple T-square made of 1/qu hard-
board and 3/q" plywood for plunging bis-
cuit slots in the face of a panel. For quick
alignment, mark the required centerline
offset on the T-square's head. Mark
repeating slot locations on a strip of
masking tape.

3/qu

157/B'

SLOT DETAIL
21/q"

7sz" holes on center, | |
with center cutout | 1"

i"i.,) to form slot

i | t 1/2"

l-rP-j'-'t 
%"-wide slot

G) \ s/0" deep on
bottom face
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Rear edge of top flush -==-_
with leg \

t/2" round-over along bottom
edge (no round-over on back edge)

7sz" hole. countersunk on back side

# 8 x 1 1 / q ' F . H .
wood screws

#10 f lat washer

#8 x 1tla" panhead
SCTEW

r\

your working time, glue and biscuit the
upper dividers (HlL) in place. Apply
glue and biscuits, position the upper
drawer shelf (G/L), and clamp the top,
dividers, and shelf. Let the glue dry.
Make sure the drawer shelf is centered
on the carcase top, and that the front
edges of all the parts are flush. Use a
square to check that the drawer dividers

ll--- j :- :-(A):-:-

11/z x 51/z x 96" Maple

B EXPIODED VIEW

Glide s t r ip  15"  long

are perpendicular to the top's front edge.
Check the width of the drawer openings
to make sure they are all the same.

Glue and biscuit the center divider
(VL) in place. Retrieve the spacers

cut earlier, and place them near the ends
of the upper drawer shelf. Apply glue
and biscuits, position the lower drawer
shelf (GlL), and clamp the center

3/+ x 91/q x 96" Maple

3/qx51/z x 72" Maple (4 needed)

cutting diagram
@ I c H

H
E

:(D

@ o
3/q x 48 x 96" Maple

3/qx91/qx72" Cherry

3/a x 91/q x 96" Cherry (2 needed)
3/q x 48 x 96" Maple plywood

1/2x71/q x 96" Maple
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Scrap 4x4s make room for clamp heads
underneath the assembly, while spacers
keep the lower drawer shelf aligned.

divider, spacers, and lower drawer shelf
to the previous assembly, as shown in
Photo B. Let the glue dry.

n{ Apply glue and biscuits, and add the*-"T-carcase 
sides (F/L) to the previous

assembly, as shown in Photo C. Clamp
the sides in place until the glue dries.

ffi Apply glue and biscuits and position
LJthe lower divider (JlL).Add more
glue and biscuits, position the carcase
bottom (NVK/NI), and clamp the divider
and bottom to the larger assembly.

flRetrieve the side panel assemblies
1-J(A/B/C/D) and glue and clamp them
to the carcase assembly, where shown on
Drawing 3. The side panel assemblies'
top edges are flush with the carcase top
(remember, you're working with the car-
case upside down), and the legs protrude
beyond the carcase sides Vc" at the front
and3/a" at the back.

lTurn the carcase right side up, and
ir clamp the top (N) in place, flush with

the legs at the rear and centered side-to-
side. Use an awl to mark the locations of
the mounting screws. Remove the top,
drill the screw pilot holes, and fasten the

Leave the spacers in place while gluing
and clamping the carcase sides. With
the glue dry, remove the spacers.

top to the carcase with #8x1V+" panhead
screws and washers, where shown on
Drawing 3.
{} Adhere self-adhesive glide srrip to
a.-"f the lower inside corners and the tops
of the drawer cavities, where shown on
Drawing 3. Hold the strips 3/+" backfrom
the carcase's front edge. For a good
bond, press them in place with a wood
block. See the Buying Guide for a source
of glide strip.
l*iCut the back (O) to fit side-to-side
r.Jbetween the protruding legs, and top-
to-boffom from the top of the carcase top
(E) to the bottom of the lower rail (M).
Clamp the back in place and drill pilot
and countersunk shank holes, where
shown on Drawing 3. Remove the back
and set it aside.

Now build the drawers
Note: Because the complete bedroom
suite involves making fifteen drawers,
we used a drawer-lock router bit to
speed this task. These bits form the mat-
ing halves of the joint in the drawerfront
and side with a single setup. (See the

3/+x51/z x 36" Maple

*Resaw and plane to thickness listed in the Billof Materials.

unvw.woodonline.com

1/2x71/c x 96" Maple r/zx9Vq x 96" Maple

t/zx 5lz x 96" Maple (2 needed)

1/zx9Vq x 96" Maple (2 needed)

tAx 48 x 96" Birch plywood

l/c x 24 x 48" Birch plywood

bill of materials
FINISHED SIZE

Sides T W L Mafl.Otv.
A' legs 1Y2' 2Y2' 32y4' M 4
B--side panels Vt 15' Z71h' Mp z
C**upper side rails Y4n 2u 15' M z
D**fower side rails 1/+' \yz' lS' M 2

Carcase
E**carcase too {qu 157/a' 60' MP 1

F**carcase sides Tc' 157/a" 25' MP 2
G**drawer shelves {q' 157/8' SByz' Mp z
H**upper dividers Vcu 157/8' 5/q' MP 3

l..center divider 7Y2' MP 1
J'-lower divider {qu 15t/a' 101A' MP 1

K**carcase botlom Vcu 15t/a' 60' Mp 1
L edge bands Vqu 1t/z' 96" M 3

M**carcase rails V+' 11/2' 60' M 2
N*-top V+' 19' 66' EM 1
0 back V4u 27t/c' 60' BP 1

Drawers
P upper fronts Vcu 55/a" 131/'rc" C 4

Q center fronts {+u 73/a' 28lt' C 2

R lower fronts {c' 101/a' 284c' EC 2
S upper sides 1/z' Ss/a' 17V4' M I

T center sides W' 7la' 17V4' M 4
U lower sides 1/2, 101/8, 171A' EM 4

V upper backs Yz' 51/a' 137Aa" M 4

W center backs 1/2u 67/au Zgr/s" M 2

X lower backs Yzu 95/a' 281/4' EM 2

Y upper bottoms y4' 137Aa" 151/a', BP 4

Z center and lower
bottoms 1Au 151/a' 281/c' Bp 4

*Parts nested in pairs on two blanks. See the Cutting
Diagram.
.'Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials Key: M-maple, MP-maple plywood,
EM-edge-joined maple, BP-birch plywood, C<herry,
EC-edge-joined cherry.

Supplies: t/a" hardboard, spray adhesive, #20
biscuits, #8x1r/q" flathead wood screws, #10 flat
washers, #8x1r/c" panhead screws, masking tape,
glue, finish.

Buying Guide
Vertical raised-panel bit. Jesada no. 6g0-602,
$59.90, call Jesada at 800/531-5559.
Drawer-lock joint bits. Use any one of the following
bits: Freud no. 99-240 (order catalog no, 800-486),
$49.95, call Woodworke/s Suppty at 800/645-9292;
Jesada no. 655-512, $71.90, call Jesada at 800/531-
5559; Katana no, 18850, $39.00, call MLCS at
800/533-9298.
Hardware. Selladhesive glide strip no, 464,
$4.55/1O{oot roll (6 rolls), call Meisel Hardware
Specialties, 800/441-9870. 1tln" satin chrome knobs,
Amerock no. 8P1466G10 (4); 3" satin chrome pulls,
Amerock no, BP1590G10 (4), check your local hard-
ware store or home center, or call Woodworke/s
Hardware, 800/383-0130. Order knobs no.
A01466G10, $4.83, pulls no. A01S90G10, $9,68.
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But'irtg Guide .for router bit sources.) If
yott vvislt, \rou can substitute a lock rab-
bet joirtt, as shown on Drawing 4a, and
c'ut tlrctn on \our tablesaw.

Check the dimensions of your drawer
openings. (Ours are, top-to-bottom,

5%xl 4t,/tc,", J th.x281/s", and 1 0t/+x281/s" .
If yours are different, adjust your drawer
part dimensions to leave a t,Ae," gap all
around.) Cut the drawer fronts (P, Q, R)
and drawer sides (S, T, U) to size. We
edge-joined stock for the lower drawer
fronts (R) and the lower drawer sides
(U). Set aside extra pieces of drawer
front and side stock to use when settins
r"rp the drawer-lock bit.

Note: We used a Freud no.99-240 bit. If
you use another manufacturer's bit,
your setup malt dffir slightly.

Now, rout the ends of the drawer
fronts (P, Q, R) and the drawer sides

(S, T, U) just as you did the setup pieces.
Use a follower block to steady the parts
and eliminate chipping.

Switch to a vertical raised-panel bit
and position it and the fence as

shown in Drawing 4c. We used a Jesada
no. 690-602 bit. See the Buying Guide
for our bit source. Rout the bevels, first
on the drawer fronts' ends, then the
edges. Use a follower block to steady the
fronts when routing their ends.

fit closely in their recesses, make sure
they are the same width front and back.
Disassemble the drawers, and drill
machine screw holes in the fronts for the
knobs and pulls. Finish-sand all the
parts. To give the raised-panel fronts a
soft look, we slightly rounded the
beveUfield transitions with our random-
orbit sander.

Glue and clamp the drawers together,
gluing the bottom panels into the

front and side grooves. Measure diago-
nally to check for squareness. Set the
drawers on a flat surface until the glue
dries. Remove the clamps and drill pilot
and countersunk shank holes through the
sides and bottoms into the backs, as
shown. Drive the screws.

Retrieve the back (O). As with the
carcase parts, apply two coats of

polyurethane to the back and drawers.
With the finish dry, screw the back in
place. Install the drawers' knobs and
pulls, and slide them into place. i

Written by Jan Hale Svec with Charles l. Hedlund
Project design: James R. Downing
lllustrations: Kim Downing; Roxanne LeMoine;
Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography;
Douglas E. Smith;Andy Lyons
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Pull (centered
on drawer front)

r/a" groove 1/4" deep
1/q" trom bottom edge

Chuck the drawer-lock bit in your Install a/z" dadobladeinyourtable-
table-mounted router and attach a tall saw and cut dadoes in the drawer

auxiliary fence to the router table fence. sides (S, T, U) to receive the drawer
Position the bit and fence as shown in backs (V, Vy', X), where shown on
Drawing 4b. Using the extra pieces you Drawing 4. Change to your regular blade
set aside, test your setup. Rout the draw- and cut the drawer bottom grooves in the
er front piece flat on the router table with drawer fronts and sides. Match the thick-
its outside f-ace up, and the drawer side ness of your plywood by cutting the
piece upright with its inside face against groove in two passes.
the f-ence. Make any necessary adjust- Cut the drawer backs (V, W, X) and
ments to get a tight, flush joint. We let drawer bottoms (Y, Z) to size. We
the fronts protrude a hair beyond the edge-joined stock for the lower drawer
sides, then sanded them flush after backs (X). Dry-assemble the drawers to
assembling the drawers. check the parts' fit. Because the drawers
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= 1/4'qrOOVe
1/z' t/z', deep

TENON DETAIL

t/+" grooves 1/2" deep

t/z" round-over

a
113/q' '  -d4,

Y4 grooves
1/2" deep

hHHion
A matching
mirror for the
eight-drawer
dresser

imple stub-tenon-and-groove join-

ery, plus a pair of raised panels,
make a mirror that harmonizes

beautifully with the bedroom ensemble
shown on pages 74-75.

Start with the
stiles and rails

From tA"-thick stock, cut the center
stile (A), upper rail (B), center rail

(C), lower rail (D), and stiles (E) to the
sizes l is ted in the Bi l l  of  Mater ia ls.
As you cut the parts, lay them out in
their frame configuration, shown on
Drawing 1. Letter each part and mark
their groove and tenon locations. Cut
some extra pieces for testing your
groove and tenon setups.

Install a Vq" dado blade in your table-
saw and adjust it to cut Vz" deep.

Center the blade in the thickness of your
32" stock, as shown on Drawing 2. Cut
the grooves in parts A, B, C, D, and E,
where shown on Drawing 1. To ensure
that the grooves are dead center, pass the
parts over the blade twice, turning them
end-for-end between passes.

Without moving the fence, lower the
blade to W". Fasten an auxiliarv

www.woodonline.com

r
47/B'

L

:iir,;t'4,,'*

441/e' Il rnnnaE ASSEMBLY

/+" grooves
t/2" deep

TENON DETAIL
tZ" groove t/2" deep
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extension to your miter gauge, leaving
its end %" from the rip fence. Form the
tenons, shown on Drawings 1a, 1b, 1c,
and 1d on parts A, B, C, and D, as shown
on Drawing 3. Cut the tenons in three
passes, starting at the part's end and
moving the workpiece toward the fence.

Form the raised panels,
crown, and sill

From %" stock, cut the panels (F) to
size. Cut an extra piece for testing

your panel-raising setup.
Install a vertical raised-panel bit in
your table-mounted router, and attach

a tall auxiliary fence to the router table
fence. (See the Buying Guide for the
source of our raised-panel bit.) With the
bit positioned as shown on Drawing 4,

rout a bevel on your test panel. Check
the fit of the panel's tongue in the rail
and stile grooves. Make any necessary
adjustments to the fence's position, and
rout the bevels on the panels. Rout the
ends first, then the edges, using a follow-
er block to reduce chip-out and to steady
the panels when routing their ends.

Finish-sand the panels to 220 gnt,
easing the sharp bevel/field transition

with your random-orbit sander to give
them a soft look. To eliminate showing
the unfinished portion of the panels'
tongue that sometimes appears due to
seasonal wood shrinkage, apply a coat of
gloss polyurethane to the panels. With
the finish dry, lightly sand them with
220-gnt sandpaper.

From 3/q" -thtck stock, cut the
crown/sill parts (G) to size. Install a

/2" round-over bit in your table-mounted
router, and rout their ends, then front
edges. To eliminate chip-out when rout-
ing the parts' ends, use your miter gauge
fitted with an auxiliary fence whose end
just grazes the bit's pilot bearing. Finish-
sand the crown and sill.

Now assemble the frame
Lay out the frame parts on a flat sur-
face in the configuration shown on

Drawing 1. Using white glue for extend-

ed working time, glue the center stile
(A), centered side-to-side, between the
upper rail (B) and the center rail (C).

Without gluing them, slip the panels
(F) in from each side. (The panels fit

loosely in length and width.) Glue one
stile (E) to the assembly, keeping its top
end flush with the upper rail's top edge.

Now glue the lower rail (D) and the
other stile (E) to the assembly, again

keeping the corners flush. Clamp the
frame, and wipe off any glue squeeze-
out. Check the frame for squareness, and
leave it on a flat surface to dry. With the
glue dry, remove the clamps and finish-
sand the frame to 220 grit.

Glue and clamp the crown and sill
(G) to the frame, flush at the back

and centered side-to-side.

Rout a recess
for the mirror

To form a rabbet for the mirror,
remove the rear lip of the frame's

open groove. Chuck a Vz" rabbeting bit
in your handheld router, and adjust it to
cut s/td" deep. Cut Vz" -wide filler strips
from Vq" hardboard, and place them in
the frame's open grooves. Rout away the
groove's back lip, running the rabbeting
bit's pilot bearing on the hardboard filler
strips, as shown in Photo A. Remove the

cutting diagram

bill of materials
Paft

F I N I S H E D  S I Z E

T W L Matl.Qty.

A center stile 3/q' 11/z' 5" M 1

B upper rail 3/qu 11/z' 24Va' M 1

C center rail s/q, 1i/2, 241/a, M 1

D lower rail 3/qu 2' 241/a' M 1

E stiles 3/q' 2' 44t/e' M 2

F panels l/zu 4t/a, 11s/t' c 2

G crown/sill 3/tu 11/2, 295/e' M 2

H- vedical stops 1/cu 1/cu 361/e, M 2

l- horizontalstoos l/tu 1/q' 235/a' M 2
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials Key: M-maple, C-cherry.

Supplies: Brass hangers (2),#8x1/2" brass roundhead
wood screws (4), braided mirror-hanging wire (capac-
ity at least 22 lbs.), /e" mirror, %" poster board,
#16x%" brads, glue, finish.

Buying Guide
Vertical raised-panel bit. Jesada no. 690-602,
$59.90. call Jesada at 800/531-5559.

@ @
1/z x 51/z x 24" Cherry

*Plane or resaw to thickness l isted in Bi l l  of Materials.

3/q x71/+ x 96" Maple
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Router
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hardboard strips and square the corners
with a chisel.

Plane or resaw stock for the vertical
and horizontal stops (H, I), and cut

them to length. The horizontal stops fit
between the vertical ones. Clip the head
off a #16 brad and use i t  to dri l l  brad
shank holes through the stops, where
shown on Drawing 5.

Apply the finish
and install the mirror

Touch up the finish sanding where
needed, and remove the dust. Apply a

coat of -eloss polyurethane to the frame.
When dry, lightly sand the frame with
220--srit sandpaper. Apply a coat of satin
polyurethane to the frame and panels.

Drill pilot holes and screw the hang-
ers in place, where shown on

Drawing 5. Attach braided mirror-hanging
wire capable of suppofting22 pounds.

To form the mirror recess, rout away
groove's back lip. The rabbeting bit's
ing runs on hardboard f i l ler str ips.

www.woodonline.com

Have a piece of Vs" mirror cut
%" smaller in length and width

than the rabbeted opening. (Or
look in your local home center or
discount department store. We
found a 4mmx24x36" polished-
edge vanity mirror for about $20.;
Set the mirror in the frame, cover-
ing it with a piece of t/s" poster
board. Nail the stops in place with
#l6xs/a" brads.

361/a'

Brass hanger

#8 x t/2" brass
R.H. wood screw

\

Braided mirror-hanging wire

t/a (4mm) x24 x 36" mirror

1/e X 24 x 36" poster board

Hang the mirror centered over the
dresser. We installed two hooks in

the wall, placing them so they protrude
into the space behind the frame's raised
panels. Adjust the wire so the mirror just
clears the dresser's top. |l

Written by Jan Hale Svec with Charles L Hedlund
Project design: James R. Downing
lllustrations: Kim Downing; Roxanne LeMoine;

Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography;
Andy Lyons

the frame
pilot bear-
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To test for vibration, we
double-face taped a 6"
square of high-density

foam to a cast-iron
tablesaw top, and

placed the router on
top. With the stylus of a
dial indicator zeroed on
one of the router's han-

dles, as shown, we
turned the machine on
and noted the amount

of movement.

'e chose the contestants for this
article according to some basic
ground rules: All of them have

mid-size motors, drawing 9 to 12 amps,
with horsepower ratings in the It/z to 2Vq
range. Each has a fixed base as opposed
to routers with a plunging mechanism.
And, all of them are widely available.
Where possible, we tested the variable-
speed version of routers that come that
way or with a single speed. The question,
of course, is which one best suits your
needs. Read on and find out.

First, a bit about our
testing process
After unpacking the routers, we chucked
a 3Vz" -lone, precision-ground t/2" steel
rod into each router's collet. Using a dial
indicator, we measured for runout (wob-
ble caused by an imperfect arbor) 2"
from the collet. Severe runout con-
tributes to inaccuracy and vibration in a
router. We made three measurements on
each machine, then averaged the results.

Next, we familiarized ourselves with
each router and its controls. and went to
work. While routing a smorgasbord of
dadoes. dovetails. and round-overs in a
variety of materials, we observed each
motor's power and how well it main-

Comparing a plunge router to a fixed-
base router is like comparing actors
Pamela Anderson and Julia Roberts:
The former is kind of exciting with all
of those moving parts, but in reality,
the latter gets most of the work.
Unless you're routing a lot of mortises
or making signs, the bulk of your

www.woodonline.com

tained its speed in heavy cuts. Each cut
required changing bits and adjusting the
cutting depth, and we noted any difficul-
ties with either process.

To quantify vibration, we used a dial
indicator, as shown and described in
Photo A, above. During this test, we
measured the tool's noise level using a
sound-level meter mounted on a tripod
about 3'above the router.

We also tested each machine's base
concentricity. A concentric base means
that the distance between the bit and the
edge of the base is consistent, regardless
of which point on the base is being guid-
ed against a straightedge. For this test, we
screwed a flat steel bar to a piece of ply-
wood, and routed a 24" groove while
turning the base 360'. We then checked
for consistent distance between the
groove and bar along the length of the cut.

Motor matters
All the routers in our test handled full-
depth test cuts with a t/2" straightbit,3A"
dovetail bit, and %" round-over bit easi-

ly, whether in pine, maple, or walnut.
Only the Bosch 1617EVS and Makita
RF1101 routers recovered quickly from
the initial load without us having to slow
our feed rate.

That's because these two routers have
electronic speed control, which is like
cruise control for the motor. When it
detects an increased load, the speed-
monitoring circuitry pours more power
to the motor to maintain its speed-a big
plus in our book.

With all of that power in hand, we also
appreciated the soft-start motors in the
Bosch and Makita tools. This feature
"ramps" the motor up to full speed,
rather than lurching it to full power,
when the switch is turned on. This is
especially important on routers where
the switch location dictates temporarily
removing one hand from the router to
turn it on. (More on that subject later.)

Most of the fixed-base routers we test-
ed are single-speed routers. The Bosch
1617EVS and Maki ta RF1101 have
variable-speed motors, which we prefer

Why not take the plunge?
router chores (rabbets, grooves,
dadoes, edge-treatments, and even
dovetails) are handled easily by a
fixed-base model.

Generally, plunge routers are larg-
er and heavier-and top-heavy, at
that-than routers that don't plunge.
With fewer moving parts, fixed-base

routers tend to be more reliable and
accurate, too.

And you get more muscle for your
money with a fixed-base router. For
example,  Maki ta 's RP1101 plunge
router, at $240, has the same motor
and collet as the fixed-base
RF1101 that sel ls for  only $210.
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We found lever locks, such as this one on the Makita RFl101,
simple, fast, and secure.

because we can slow the tool for safety
when using large bits. These two routers
also come in fixed-speed versions (the
1617 and RFl100, respectively) for
about $20 less. Porter-Cable's Mark
Woodlief says a variable-speed 690LR
also is in the works.

Knee-deep in
depth-setting systems
To set the cutting depth of the bit, the
routers in our test employ almost as many
different systems as there are machines.
We prefer lever locks (Photo B) for fixing
the cutting depth, and threaded-rod sys-
tems (Photo G) for accuracy. The Bosch
and Milwaukee machines have both.

We give the edge to Milwaukee's sys-
tem because of the spring-loaded, half-

Tiny changes to cutting depth are easier and more accurate on
a router with a threaded-rod depth system.

I

l
I

I
I
I

I

I
I
I

One full turn of Craftsman's twist ring
yields only V+" change in cutting depth,
so large changes take longer.
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nut release that allows you to instantly
set the depth anywhere along the thread-
ed rod. Once you're in the ballpark, you
hone in the precise cutting depth by turn-
ing the rod. On the Bosch, you press a
release lever and step to the nearest Vz"
detent, then turn the rod to adjust. It gets
you close, but not necessarily as close as
the Milwaukee.

The Porter-Cable 690LR and Makita
routers rank next. Release the lever lock,
rotate the motor in the base (like a bolt in
a nut), and secure the base. While
quick-one-half turn'of the motor nets
1" of cutting depth-a very slight rota-
tion can quickly put you 7o+" off your
mark. And, tolerances between the pins
and the spiral slot that guide the motor
can affect the cutting depth by .050"
(Makita) and .036" (Porter-Cable). To
avoid this error, make a habit of always
setting your depth of cut the same way,
with the pin against either the top or bot-
tom of the groove.

The Craftsman and DeWalt systems
both fall a little short, but for different
reasons. Craftsman's twist-ring mecha-
nism gets tedious for large depth
changes, and we found ourselves b*g-
ing our knuckles on the tool's handles
(Photo D). DeWalt's rack-and-pinion
system works fine, but the wing-nut lock
is harder on the fingers, and tiny, black-
on-black increments on the depth scale
are difficult to read (Photo E).

Speaking of which, the scales on all of
the machines can be "zeroed" to set the
depth of cut without any figuring.

Craftsman provides two independent
scales: one that reads from the top of the
router, and one that reads from the bot-
tom to use when looking at the machine
base-up.

Bits in, bits out
Most of the tested routers require two
wrenches to tighten or loosen the collet
nut. The Craftsman has a spindle lock: a
knob you turn to secure the spindle so
you need only one wrench for the collet
nut. All of the collets released easily
with a half-turn or less of the nut, and all
of the machines come with both Vz" and
/+" collets. That's not to say, though,
that there aren't differences when it
comes to changing bits.

First, you have to get wrenches on the

The toolfs weight makes it difficult to
make fine adjustments using DeWalt's
rack-and-pinion depth mechanism.

motor-shaft and collet nut. For unfet-
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Removing the motor from the base of
the Bosch (shown), DeWalt, Makita, or
Porter-Cable routers provides unlimited
wrench room when changing bits.

tered access, the bases on the Bosch,
DeWalt, Makita, and Porter-Cable
routers remove completely, as shown in
Photo F. Without removeable bases,
wrench room through the bases of the
Craftsman and Milwaukee routers is
smaller, but adequate.

However, we found big differences in
the collet wrenches. Usually, the shaft
and collet nut are slightly different
sizes-a source of frustration, figuring
which wrench goes where. Makita
solved the puzzle by making both the
shaft and collet nut the same size. On the
Bosch and Milwaukee routers, a greater
size difference makes the choice of
wrench more obvious.

And, the cast wrenches from Bosch
and Milwaukee felt better in our hands-
especially when loosening a really tight

A D-handle base puts the power switch
at your fingertips and helps you control
the lateral pressure for bearing-guided
cuts, such as round-overs.

collet nut-than the thin, stamped-steel
wrenches from the other manufacturers.
The cast wrenches also won't become
deformed over time.

Of handles and switches
We can't tell you how a router will feel
in your hands, so we encourage you to
try before you buy. A pair of ball-shaped
knobs are typical of this class of router,
but many of the models in oir test also
come in a D-handle version, as shown in
Photo G. The chart on page 89 lists
model numbers and prices for D-handle
machines from the manufacturers that
offer them.

We like D-handle routers for a couple
of reasons: First, the handle-mounted
power switch means you can start and
stop the router without having to let go
of the router with one hand.
(Crafuman's trigger-switch in the pistol-
grip handle does the same thing.)
Second, a D-handle gives you better
side-to-side conffol when cutting edge
freatments with bearing-guided bits.

Speaking of control, it took some get-
ting used to, but we quickly grew to like
Milwaukee's unique "body-gnp" design,
shown in Photo H. Plastic molding
wrapped around the router's motor pro-
vides the gripping surface, while a
woven strap keeps your hand in position,
much like the grip on a camcorder. (The
strap can be positioned for either right-
or left-handed operation.) In body-grip
position, the power switch is within
thumb's reach.

The rest of the routers have toggle or
rocker switches located at or near the top
of the motor. In most cases, these require
taking one hand off the router to turn it
on or off.

Table service
So far, we've only discussed the merits
of these machines when handheld. But
mid-size models have enough power and
large enough openings in their subbases
for many router-table tasks, with the
exception of running large bits, such as
horizontal panel=raisers.

For a table-mounted router, a threaded-
rod depth-setting system normally
wouldn't be our first choice. On the
Bosch, for example, the weight of the
router and the fineness of the threads
slow the process. And, we could only
rotate the adjustment knob one-half turn

The tool becomes an extension of your
body when you strap on Milwaukee's
unique palm-grip router.

at a time because the knob is very close
to the router's body. (Bosch sells an
extension that reduces the nuisance.)
Although the Milwaukee also uses a

threaded rod, the rod has a hex shank on
the base end, accessible through a hole in
the router's base. You can buy an acces-
sory T-handled wrench to turn the rod,
but we found a 3/s" socket on a speed
wrench, as shown in Photo l, also works
well. This feature alone helps make it
our favorite model under the table.

The Makita and Porter-Cable routers
also allow easy bit-height adjusffnents
when mounted in a table. Because the
motor itself is the height control, it's

Milwaukee's built-in, through-the-base
depth adjustment is a big plus if you
plan to table mount your router. (Shown
out of table for clarity.)
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head under the table. Downside: Unless
you're using a D-handle version or a
table-mounted switch, the power switch
moves with every height change.

We really can't recommend the DeWalt
for in-table use. If you forget to support
the motor when loosening the heighf
adjustment thumbscrew, the motor will
drop to the floor, possibly damaging the
machine. Even being aware of the prob-
lem, we were surprised at how often this
happened during our test.

More points to ponder
prior to purchase
oNoise. At 91 decibels (dB), the Makita
is the quietest of the bunch, earning it an
Excellent rating. In fact, with the router
on and under no load, we could carry on
a conversation without raising our voic-
es, but there is a whiny quality to the
sound. Though slightly louder at 94 dB,
the Bosch router's sound is easier on the
ears: more like a whoosh than a whine. It
also earned an Excellent rating. The
Craftsman and Milwaukee machines,
even with their 94 dB readings, have that
high-pitched whine, so we downgraded
them to Good. We recommend the use of
hearing protection any time you use any

router, but especially with the DeWalt,
which measured 104 dB at 3'.
oRunout. Measured 2" from the collet,
we found no significant difference
between the machines. All of the routers
were within .0004" of .003" runout.
oVihration None of the routers vibrated
enough to make our fingers tingle. But
for the record, the Makita and Porter-
Cable machines vibrated the least at
*/-.001"; Craftsman in the middle at
*/-.002"; and Bosch, DeWalt, and
Milwaukee the most at+/-.003".
oConsider your options. With some
routers in the test, you're buying only a
router; with others, you're buying a
router with lots of versatility. As we
mentioned. four of the routers also come
in D-handle versions. You can buy three
of those four-the Bosch, Makita, and
Porter-Cable-with a traditional fixed
base, then add a D-handle base or plunge
base later on. The same motor fits in all
three bases, so it's like getting an extra
router for only a little more money.

So, whots on top
in the middle?
For primarily handheld use, we like the
Bosch 16I7EVS and the Makita RFl101
because both provide powerful, quiet,

soft-start, variable-speed motors. Both
manufacturers also offer interchangeable
bases to add versatility for little extra
cost. We give a slight edge to Bosch
because we like the threaded-rod depth
adjustment, but wouldn't argue if you
prefer the twisting motor-style instead.

If you plan to use the routerboth in and
out of a router table, go with the
Milwaukee 5615-20 or the Makita
RFI 101. Milwaukee's through-the-table
height adjustment is hands down the best
of the bunch in a router table. The
Makita is still easy to adjust, even under
the table, and the variable-speed motor is
a plus for running larger bits.

NoW tell us
what you think
We'll bet you've had your hands on at
least one of these routers, and if you
have, we'd like to hear your opinions as
well. So we've set up an Internet discus-
sion group where you can talk with your
fellow woodworkers about mid-size
routers. Log on to www.woodmall.com,
then click on the Tool Comparisons tab.
While there, you can also see how the
manufacturers responded to our test.i

Written by Dave Campbellwith Rich Bright
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

Craftsman 27500
The twist-ring depth-adjustment
proves time-consdming for large
depth changes. The least-
expensive model in the test, it
features a bit-illuminating light
and spindle lock.
Visit your local Sears store.
www. sears. c o m /c rafts m a n

Bosch 1617EVS
One of our favorite routers for
handheld use, it offers everything
we like in a router: a powerful,
quiet, soft-starting, variable-speed
motor, and accurate depth-setting.
Also available in fixed-speed and
D-handle conf igurations.
877/267-2499
www.boschtools.com

DeWalt DW610
This former contender in the mid-
size router category is in need of
updating. Not recommended for
use in a router table, as the motor
can drop out of the base when
changing the depth setting,
800/433-9258
www.dewalt.com
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BOSCH 1617EVS 1 2 8-25 R WB 33lq' N N 1 r1lro" TR ' Ic

G

cIc 9',6" 1 yr. 7.7 $1 95 1618EVS / $200

CRAFTSMAN 27500 25 TR PP o 33lq' z', R G G G 10' 1 yr. 7.8 130 NYA

DEWALT DW61O I 25 TO PB 11|a " ' 3s/e" N N 21|q" RP W G G G G  I G G 8'4' 1 yr. 7.3 1s0 TI/A

MAKITA BF1 101 't1 8-24 TO WB 111a" 3Va" N N 11/z' TW I G I 8',7', 1 yr. 7.1 210 RD1101 /$220

MILWAUKEE 5615-20 1 1 24 R PM- 21hr**, 321le*' N N 1 3/a" TR L

-

G LIFE 8.3 160 561 9-20 / $1 70

PORTER-CABLE 690LR 1 0 23 R PM 11 l q '  
* 35/a' N N 11/z' TW L G G 7' 1  y t . 8.0 160 691 /$170

ttoTESl "

1. (R) Rocker
(TO) Toggle
(TR) Trigger

2. (PB) Plastic, ball-shaped knobs
(PM) Plastic, mushroom-shaped knobs
(PP) Plastic pistoFgrip knobs

(WB) Wooden, ball-shaped knobs
(-) Also palm grip with strap

' '
.  : '

3. (') Accepts Porter-Cable
guide bushings.

(..) Accepts Porter-Cable guide
bushings with included adapter.

(".') Accepts Porter-Cable guide
bushings with accessory subbase.

4. (N) Mounts to arbor with collet nut.
(S) Mounts to arbor with screw.

-- ': 
I Forspecificationsonothertypesof tools,clickon I :

:r | "Tool Comparisons" at www.woodmall.com I

5. Vertical range of bit measlgC yltjr e. ! Excellent
motor fully raised and fully lowered. 

@ CooA
6. (R) Rins 

ffi rair(RP) Rack and pinion
(TR) Threaded rod
(TW) Twist motor in base 9. (LIFE) Lifetime warranty against factory defects.

7. (C) Cam
(L) Lever

(W) Wing bolt

10. Prices current at lime of article's oroduction.

Maki ta RFl101
About equal to the Bosch 1617EVS in
power, precision, and performance.
We give it a slight edge for router
table use, owing to its twist-base
depth-setting. Also available in fixed-
speed and D-handle configurations.
800/462-5482
www.makitatools.com

Porter-Cable 690LR
This upgraded version of the classic P-C
690 router brings welcome improvements,
including more power, a lever lock for fixing
the cutting depth, and a dust-protected
rocker switch. Fits existing 690 plunge and
D-handle bases; variable-speed version
coming s00n.
800/487-8665
www.pofter-cable.com

Milwaukee 5615-20
Unique system makes large or
small changes in cutting depth
easy and accurate, whether hand-
held or mounted in a table.
Body-grip design took some get-
ting used to, but we grew to like it.
877/279-7819
vvww. m i I - e I ectri c looL co m
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productsthat perform
These woodworking wares passed our shop trials

Record Quick-Vise Portable Vise

Quick-Vise has Performance * * * * *
Price bases

many virtues * * * * *Value

Even with the venerable Record brand
name attached to it, I didn't expect much
of a bite from a yellow plastic, portable
vise. Boy, was I wrong. There's a lot to
like about the Record Quick-Vise.

First, to set the record straight, it's made
of glass-filled nylon-a lightweight and
strong material. Second, this vise is the
fastest I've ever used, with a pair of
smooth steel bars to guide the moveable
jaw instead of long screw.

I put a chunk ef 3/+" oak between the

Quick-Vise's open jaws, slid the jaw until
it touched the workpiece, and a half-turn
of the large knob on the front locked the
workpiece in as solid as granite. The vise
released easily by turning the knob back.

The soft, removable jaw covers provide
a good gnp on smooth workpieces. When

Call American Tool at 800/866-5740, or visit
www,quickvise.com,

removed, they reveal matching V-grooves
in each jaw face for holding round work-
pieces, such as doweling or pipe, at three
angles: 0o, 45o, and 90'.

So, what about the portable part? Well,
the Record Quick-Vise comes with a base
that mounts to your benchtop with four
screws. A lever on the back of the vise
securely locks it onto the base. Buy an
extra base or two, mount them in different
places around the shop and move the vise
from one place to another. The manufac-
turer also offers an accessory base for
mounting the Quick-Vise in the dog holes
of a portable workstation, such as a Black
& Decker Workmate.

Continued on page 94
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products that perform

My only knock against the Record

Quick-Vise is that the mounted base
stands proud of my bench so that it's not
flush. I got around this by mounting the
base to a plywood subbase, then clamping
the subbase to my bench. If the protrusion
bothers you, American Tool's Paul
Hemingfield suggests mortising your
benchtop to accommodate the base.

-Tested by Garry Smith

B&D debuts tough
lotr compound mitersaw
After focusing mainly on consumer-grade
power tools for a number of years, Black
& Decker beefs up its lineup with a pair
of 10" mitersaws. The BT1500I tested is
the compound-miter version of the
BTl000, a straight mitersaw.

With features like a sliding left fence, a
slotted blade guard for aligning the blade
prior to the cut, and a horizontal D-handle,
the BT1500 compares favorably with

some of the established
mitersaws on the market
today. Add in a bevel scale
that's easy to read from
either side of the saw, large
sofrgrip handles on the
bevel and miter locks, and a
price tag about $50less than
similar saws, and you've got
an affordable winner.
I teach home construction techniques at a

local high school, so I brought the
BTl500 to the jobsite where my students
are framing up a house. (It lacks a caffy-
ing handle, but at only 30 pounds, that
was no big deal.) While the students
worked, I played with the saw and found
myself impressed with how firmly and
accurately the miter detents lock in the
angle. And the BT1500 had plenty of
power for any cut I threw at it.

To make it into a true woodworking
tool, you'll want to replace the blade with

Black & Decker 8T1500
l0" compound mitersaw
Performance * * * * i :

$1 80
Value * * * * *

: For more information, call 800/544-6986, or visit
I www.blackanddecker.com.

I

: a 40-tooth or better blade. The 28-tooth
r factory-issued blade is just too coarse for
i most woodworking tasks.
' Dust collection is no better or worse
: than on any other mitersaw. The BT1500
t Continuecl on pctge 96
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products that Perform

comes with a dust bag, but within a few

minutes of using the saw, I broke the

bag's internal support rod while retrieving

an errant offcut. A wire support rod would

be better than the plastic one.
-Tested by Kirk Hesse

Support stand doubles
as C clamping fixture
If your roller stand only supports work-
pieces on the tablesaw or mitersaw, your

stand isn't working hard enough. Once
you get your hands on a Multi-Stand, your

roller stand may find itself mothballed.
Like a roller stand, the Multi-Stand's

primary job description includes support-
ing outfed workpieces on your tablesaw or

mitersaw. But instead of a roller that can

steer your workpiece, this shop aid uses a

pair of low-friction polyethylene skids that

let the material move in any direction.
Between those skids, the manufacturer

placed a slot that accommodates 2x lum-

I
I

I
i

!
;
I

ber, and a clamping jaw to
hold that material in place.

That 2x can extend the width

of the support well beyond
the width of the skids. Or, it

also can serve as a sacrificial
rail so you can cut sheet
goods on it without fear of
cutting into the Multi-
Stand's head.

If you need to plane a little
off that sticky bedroom door,
tilt the head so it's perpendicular to the

floor and clamp a door in the jaw instead.

Be careful, though: The jaw isn't really

designed for protecting the finish on a

workpiece and can leave a pretty severe

bite mark.
As an outfeed stand, though, the Multi-

Stand shines. It adjusts in height from

25-37", and its wide three-point stance
proved very stable.

-Tested by Krk Hesse

Multi-Stand Work SuPPort
dr formance **** t i
Price
Value * * * * *

$75

Call Triton Woodworkinq Svstems toll{ree at
888/874-866 1, or visit viwW, multi-stand.com.

,nnout our product testers
i Kirk Hesse teaches woodwoffing and offier technical 1

skitls to high school students in Des Moines, lowa. ,
Garry Smitr r.s a tool-and-die maker nd an avid I

tyoodwuler
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=q Econ-Abrasives
WE IoI/4KE ABRASM BELTS ANY SIZE,ANYGRIT!

ABRASIVE BELTS
gehsffiittra
bi-directional splice, specfi grits.

1X3O $.81ea
1X42 .81ea
1X4{- .81 ea
2112X16 .85ea
3X18 .86ea
3)e1 .9oea
3XC33l4 .93ea

3Y24 $.93 ea
3X27 .96 ea
4X21 314 1.06 ea
4X24 1.10 ea
4X36 1.35 ea
6X€ 3.5O ea
6x89 6.24 ea

ps come w/PVC tips and griPs.
Size Price
4' $1.75 ea
6' 2.25

JUMBO ROUTER PAD(24'x 36')
Itwill not allow small blocks of wood
to slip out under router or sanding
applications. ROUTER PAD

ONLY $8.95ea.

CABINET PAPER

50/Pk 100/Pk
60D $17.58 $31.58C
80D $16.42 $2e.26C

100 thru 150C $15.26 $26.95C
FINISHING PAPER

80A $11.74 $19.89C
100 thru 280A $10.50 $17.58C

NO LOAD PAPER(white)

100 thru 4O0A $12.90 $22.40C
uC" = 100 SHEETS

Velcro@ Vacuum Discs
Hole oattern for Bosch sanders

Dia. Grit Price &
5" 60 $ .a8ea {F'
5" 80 .46 i 'rt,n 1'
5' 1oo thru 320 '45 

'i'lrr-'n;"

)c Auailable in 5 hole pattem

*Pump Sleeves*PSA Discs I
*Router & Wood BitsiWood Glue

IUMBO BELT CLEANING STICK
oNLY $8.80

== 
P. o. Box w1628

r | (972)377-9779

.MasterCard, VISA, Discover, Am. Express
-SATISFACTION GUARANTEEDI I !
iCALL FORFREE CATALOG
-TX add appropriate sales tax
-Call for shipping charges

TOLL-FREE ORDERTNG LINE (800)367-4101

re
corilfil
'Flexible design options
'Perfect for the small shop
'Compact 2'W x 2' Lx7'2" H footprint
'1.5 hp delivers 700 CFM @ 8" static pressule
'lnternal pleated spun bond polyester filter cartridge
'High etficiency filtration 990/o 0r .2'2.0 micron material

Engineered ductwork design & parts list provided
"lf gou hnve a small shop this is the perfed dust

collector, I put mine in a 2'x2' comer space and

connected it to fiue woodwo*ing machines'

I loue it!" Llogd Diamantts, Albang NY.

Gall for a free
brochure!

Oneida
4lr Systems

l'gl|L|'t o4-rrvsi, PrOudly made

Www.ongida'air.Com in America
1001 W. Fayette St. Syracuse, NY 13204

Dust collection & components 1.5 hp & er

1-800-732-4065



lrvhatts ahead
in our next issue

Projects
Coming in February

:@
E ;

Shelves with flair
Despite its sophisticated look, this Meier
brothers design goes together quickly

and economical ly.

Turn on this lamp
Based on the Biedermeier style of fur-
niture, this lamp combines eight sepa-
rate turnings into one classic shape.

A new star in the West
From her secluded workshop in
Montana, Amber Jean oroduces
unique, Western-themed pieces
fetching up to five figures.

Tool reviews
We test two types of woodworking
tools in this issue. lung-saving air-
filtration unrts (shown) and quick-
action, one-handed bar clamps.

Coaster set
Let this attractive scrapwood project
grace and protect your wooden table-
tops for years to come.

Stars and Stripes forever
Show your patriotism by making and
displaying America's quintessential

symbol of freedom, Old Glory.

Wood-buying basics
There's no getting around it: Wood
costs plenty. Here's the scoop on get-
ting the best deal every time you shop
for hardwoods or softwoods.

Tools, Tschniques & Features

F\i.,
i -  i i

W00D's guide
to finishing, pafl |
The kick-off to this three-paft series
covers proper sanding, grain filling,
and defect reoair.
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